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ABSTRACT 

This expository applied learning study evaluated 

The Foodland International Corporation's role in the 

food chain, industry and retailer competition and 

needs. The research was used to design a Foodland 

marketing support program, with a flyer as the primary 

sales aide. The program was designed and implemented 

to offer a combination of The Foodland International 

Corporation's employee service award and image items to 

licensed Foodland affiliates. 

The Foodland International Corporation is a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Wetterau Incorporated, a major U.S. 

food wholesaler, headquartered in Hazelwood, MO. Its 

licensed affiliates consist of other Wetterau-owned 

corporations (known as divisions), and outside 

corporations who are independently owned. These 

affiliates are corporations who run wholesale 

warehouses that service numerous independent and/or 

company-owned retail grocery supermarkets. The 

wholesale warehouse operations stock and ship many 

different consumer products under many labels, but are 

specifically licensed to purchase and resell the 

controlled Foodland labels. It is Foodland 
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International's responsibility to see that only 

licensed affiliates receive and sell the controlled 

label products, and that the stores where consumers 

purchase the controlled labels meet the Foodland 

International standards of appearance, size, and 

conduct. It's mission also includes enhancing the 

Foodland image to ultimately sell greater amounts of 

its product to the end consumer. To accomplish the 

overall mission Foodland International offers various 

support programs to the wholesalers that service the 

retailers. The employee service award and image 

marketing program fulfills a portion of that 

commitment. 

The project began with a study of the U.S. food 

chain, Foodland International's role within it, and a 

study of current retailer marketing needs. A survey to 

the Foodland wholesale affiliates indicated their 

perceived needs. From this combined research the 

marketing plan and its components were designed. To 

evaluate the results, personal interviews were then 

conducted with three upper management Wetterau 

Incorporated executives who are experienced in the 

national voluntary group role of Foodland 

International. Their comments were generally 

favorable, and confirmed that this marketing plan is 

needed and should be continued. In addition they 
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offered some possible improvements, i.e. expansion of 

the marketing plan's primary sales aide, a fold-over 

flyer, to a larger format that could offer more items, 

methods through which both the customer and the product 

vendors might be included in the retailer promotion of 

the product, and more extensive use of the HOTLINE 

newsletter to pull the various items through the 

retailer organization as they are created and 

presented. 

The study concluded with an analysis of the entire 

project; detailed its limitations which included budget 

restraints at all levels, lack of specific measurement 

data, and the specific role of Foodland International 

in the food chain; and suggested ways in which future 

studies of this nature might be improved. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Marketing in the U.S. Food Industry 

Marketing in the United States food industry is 

an exciting and multi-faceted technique. Mastering 

the art of marketing is inherent in the success of the 

companies who are involved in the attempt to actually 

place an item in the hands of the consumer. Philip 

Kotler and Gary Armstrong explain the concept in their 

marketing textbook. 

Companies must do more than make good 
products -- they must inform consumers of 
product benefits and carefully position 
products in consumers' minds. To do this 
they must skillfully use the mass-promotion 
tools of advertising, sales promotion, and 
public relations. (Kotler and Armstrong 
4 3 4) 

Many different media exist through which 

manufacturers can inform, educate and influence 

the consumer to look for and purchase their 

products. A few of the best known are, of 

course, the television and radio commercial, 

advertisements or public relations articles in 

consumer oriented magazines, trade and industry 

magazines and publications, newspapers, 

newsletters and direct mail catalogs and flyers. 

1 
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But the stories and advertisements that the consumer 

sees or hears are only the surface of a combined 

marketing effort. At other levels of the food chain 

there are trade promotion tools. "Trade promotion can 

persuade the retailers or wholesalers to carry a 

brand, give it shelf space, promote it in their 

advertising , and push it to consumers" (Kotler and 

Armstrong 453) . Food processors and/or packers may 

offer volume discounts, extra free cases when a 

certain number are ordered, free advertising for their 

products, or straight discounts off the price of the 

purchase invoice to promote orders through lower 

pricing. Vendors, wholesalers and brokers often work 

together to set up trade shows where sales 

representatives can meet with buyers to promote their 

brands and obtain product orders (Kotler and Armstrong 

453,454). It is clear there are many marketing and 

promotion methods available from which to choose . 

No where is the diversity of marketing techniques 

more dramatic than in the food chain. The food chain 

is composed of many levels, and different marketing 

techniques are needed at each one. Coordination and 

integration with the public relations, marketing and 

advertising campaigns of multi-vendors and/or other 

associated companies in the food chain requires a 

clear understanding of each one ' s role and purpose, of 

legal restrictions, and of the primary objective --
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that of ultimately reaching the consumer in an 

effective manner. 

Therefore, to obtain an understanding of which 

marketing processes are applicable, and to explore 

what will work and what will not at a particular level 

in the food chain, it is important to begin with a 

discussion of the food chain itself. 

The Food Chain 

The food chain in the United states of America is 

an interesting, complex and efficient coalition of 

many independent companies, groups and industries. 

While similar to, and sometimes overlapping with the 

distribution chain of manufactured products, the food 

chain has its own set of major components. 

For clarification and comparison purposes, a 

Kotler and Armstrong illustration of consumer and 

industrial marketing channels which begin with 

man-made goods, and the various ways in which a 

distributor may reduce the number of channel 

transactions, are shown in Figure I and Figure II, 

respectively. According to Kotler and Armstrong: 

Distribution channels are more than simple 
collections of firms tied together by 
various flows. They are complex behavioral 
systems in which people and companies 
interact to accomplish individual, company 
and channel goals. Some channel systems 
consist of only informal interactions among 
loosely organized firms; others consist of 
formal interactions guided by strong 
organizational structures. And channel 
systems are not static -- new types of 
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middlemen surface and whole new channel 
systems evolve. (Kotler and Armstrong 353, 
354) 

Figure I 

Consumer and Industrial Marketing Channels 

Channel 1 I Manufacturer ~ 
'-~----~--" 

Channel 2 I · Manufacturer ~ 
'"'-----~-"' 

Channel 4 Manufacturet 

'"""' 1 , ..,_ ~ 
"'-----~ 

Channel2 

Channel3 

Channel4 

Jobber 

A. Customer Marketing Channels 

B. Industrial Marketing Channels 

· I Retailer 

~ 

· I Retailer 

" ' 

Retaller 

Reproduced from Principles of Marketing, by 
Philip Kotler & Gary Armstrong ( 352 ) 

·I Consumer 
\_ 

~ Consumer 

" 
~ • ~ Consumer 

Consumer 

~ 
~ 
~ 



Figure II 

Bow a Distributor Reduces The Number 
of Channel Transactions 

5 

3 6 

A. Number or contacts B. Number or contacts 
MYC=3x 3=9 M+C =3+3=6 

M = Manufacturer C = Customer D = Distributor 

Reproduced from Principles of Marketing, by 
Philip Kotler & Gary Armstrong (351) 

Figure III illustrates the major channels of the U. S . 

food chain. It should be understood, however , there 

are many smaller, niche positions not shown in this 

illustration, not all products go through every step, 

and some companies combine several of the steps. 

5 

The entire system i s held together by the 

transportation industry, consisting of planes, trains, 

trucks, and ships. Products at all levels are on the 

move daily, and the communications industry through 

which buy and sell, transportation, and related 



arrangements are handled daily by phone, fax and mai l 

is an integrated part of the food chain system. 

Figure III 

The U.S. Food Chain 

I Communications Industry I 

I Transportation Industry l 

I I I I 

Farmer Processor Packer'"" Wholesaler Retailer 

I I I I I 
I I 

I co-ops I Reps l Brokers ~ Affiliated 
Groups 

CONSUMER 
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The USA food chain begins with the farmer, 

rancher or producer of the raw product. This product 

is then "taken to market" which can mean a number of 

things depending on the type of product and its 

handling requirements . Some products, such as fruits 

and vegetables, are sold through farmer co-ops so that 

farmers may pool their produce and market it at the 

best price available at the time of harvest . Others 
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are sold by brokers , through the commodity markets , or 

directly to the processors. 

The processor accepts or buys the raw product , 

refines and grades it according to quality . The 

produce is then prepared for consumer use through 

cooking , drying, or other preparation methods. 

The product is now ready to be packaged for the 

market, and goes to a pa c ker. Packaging is done in 

cans, bottles, cardboard packages, plastic wrapping, 

etc. -- again depending on the ultimate product 

objective . 

When the product has been graded into "first" 

(top quality) or 11 second11 (slightly lower quality) 

labels, etc., prepared and packaged, it is ready to be 

sold to the consumer. This usually takes place in 

several steps. It . often involves c ompany 

representatives , called "reps • , and/ or independent 

brokers and brokerage firms, who sell the product to 

wholesalers. Representatives and brokers never handle 

nor see the product i tself , taking care of the 

paperwork only on the buy and sell transactions . 

When the sale has been made, the produc t is 

shipped directly from the processor or packer , to the 

warehouse of the who lesaler. The wholesaler ' s purpose 

is to buy single items in large quantities, thereby 

obtaining volume pricing. They buy and war ehouse the 

product until it is sold and delivered to many 

different retail stores . 
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Sometimes in the area or controlled brands the 

wholesaler procures the product and designates a 

specific packer who labels and distributes the grocery 

product. In this case the flow is reversed between 

these two components of the food chain, and there may 

not be any brokers nor reps involved. 

Retail stores are "serviced" by the wholesale 

warehouses, and regularly order the product needed to 

fill the shelves for the consumer . Grocery stores do 

not warehouse large amounts of food -- the vast 

majority of inventory in a grocery store is on the 

shelves where consumers may see and buy it. Thus 

shipments come in, usually by truck, to the back of 

the grocery store on a daily basis. An item must go 

out the front door just as regularly as it comes in 

the back, or it is no longer offered by the store . 

Thus it is the consumer that makes the final 

decisions, which then quickly wind back down through 

the food chain to change any product, packaging, 

preparation process, technique, procedure, or pricing 

that does not contribute to a successful consumer 

item. To sum it up, "When customer service is the 

single element against which all decisions are 

measured, your company becomes like an immune system: 

'toxic to pests' that erode your customer base" 

(Goldzimer 197). 

The success of an item in the consumer market 

does not depend only upon its quality, preparation and 
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packaging, but also upon the efficiencies that got it 

to market. There are transportation charges and 

profit taking at each step of the food chain that 

brought the item to the consumer ' s table . If any one 

is out of line and the retail product is priced too 

high, consumers have consistently displayed their 

displeasure by refusing to ·buy the product, at which 

time the process is adjusted or the items disappear 

from the grocery store shelves. 

U. S . economic times also affect the type of 

marketing that is effective . The recent recession has 

been an excellent example. The April, 1991 edition of 

Progressive Grocer, a leading food industry 

publication, points out that: 

If the (economic] squeeze is on wholesalers 
and retailers, manufacturers can expect to 
share the pr~ssure . . . Executives, 
particularly wholesalers, always say their 
companies are very likely to push for better 
deals, use more forward buying and demand 
better cash terms. In addition, they look 
to manufacturers for more merchandising 
cooperation. The ~ifference this year is 
that these actions dominate executives' 
agendas. (23) 

Another major industry publication echoes this 

opinion, but believes more than just price is 

involved. In Supermarket News it is pointed out that 

a direct result of the recession is likely to be the 

growth of private label. " Consumers buy private label 

initially because of savings . However, as they become 

aware that the quality meets their expectations they 
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continue to buy" (Turcsik 16). Then the third factor, 

customer service, completes the picture . 

... as important a factor as price is, the trend 
of the 90s will be service. This is the primary 
prerequisite at both the wholesale and retail 
levels. customers and consumers alike are 
requiring and demanding service . (16) 

The Foodland International Corporation fits into 

the U.S. food chain, illustrated in Figure III, as an 

"affiliated group." Because it must deal with several 

different levels of the food chain from an auxiliary 

position, a complete understanding of how and with 

whom the company functions is vital to the creation of 

an effective marketing plan. Therefore, The Foodland 

International Corporation is the next area of study. 

The Foodland International Corporation 

The Foodland Int.ernational Corporation, 

headquartered in Hazelwood, Missouri, is the type of 

organization commonly know in the U.S. as a national 

voluntary group . The Foodland International 

Corporation owns several registered trademarks and 

logos, such as Foodland and Clover Farm. These logos 

and trademarks may be used by affiliate companies 

licensed to promote and/or display them on store 

signs, store uniforms, in advertisements, etc. The 

combination of uniform standards, appearance, and use 

of the registered logo and product l abels creates an 

image among the Foodland affiliates which can be 
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readily recognized by the consumer. This public image 

is shared by the affiliated companies who are licensed 

to use the Foodland logo, display and sell the 

Foodland product and its related private label brands. 

Separate wholesale warehouse corporations are licensed 

by The Foodland I~ternati~nal Corporation to buy and 

resell the private label products to affiliated retail 

stores. The mission of the Foodland International 

Corporation is to safeguard the integrity of the 

Foodland name and registered logos; develop, update, 

coordinate and maintain Foodland programs to promote 

growth; provide services; and fulfill licensing 

obligations to its affiliates, both at the wholesale 

and the retail levels of the food chain. 

Because Foodland International Corporation is a 

wholly owned subsidiary of Wetterau Incorporated and 

is officed at its headquarters, it is important to 

also understand this large parent company. Many of 

the Foodland support programs are made possible 

through the parent. Wetterau is a major U.S. food 

wholesaler listed in the Fortune 500 (Fortune 286). A 

Wetterau employee assigned as the General Manager of 

The Foodland International Corporation has the task of 

coordinating the Foodland International headquarters 

activities with related services handled through 

appropriate Wetterau departments. The Foodland 

International financial statements become part of the 

consolidated Wetterau Incorporated reporting, and The 
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Foodland International corporation is listed under the 

Corporate Group heading in the Wetterau Incorporated 

annual report (Wetterau 1991 46). Wetterau 

Incorporated, traded across the board on NASDAQ, 

reported $5.6 billion in net sales for the fiscal year 

ended March 30, 1991 (Wetterau 1991 2~). 

Figure IV demonstrates the relationship (but not 

the flow of products) between the individual legal 

entities that are most closely associated with The 

Foodland International Corporation. 

Figure IV 

The Foodland International Corporation 

Wetterau Incorporated 
(Parent Company) 

I 

The 
Foodland International 

Corporation 
(Wholly-owned Subsidiary) 

I Master 

I I Broker 

I 

Wetterau-Owned Independently-Owned 
Licensed Foodland Licensed Foodland 
Wholesale Affiliates Wholesale Affiliates 

I 

Retail Stores 
Licensed to Buy & Sell 

Foodland & Related Labels 

I 

I Consumer I 
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Because The Foodland International Corporation's 

licensed affiliates consist of other Wetterau-owned 

corporations (known as divisions), and outside or 

independent corporations which are not Wetterau-owned, 

the corporation must consi der existing U. S. legal 

requirements in offering its marketing services 

uniformly to all its licensed affiliates. 

Certain stipulations have been made 
regarding adherence to Sections 2(d) and 
2(e) [of the Robinson- Patman Act ] . Among 
them are the following: ... The seller must 
design a promotional program in such a way 
that all competing buyers can realistically 
implement it .. .. the seller should take 
action designed to inform all competing 
customers of the existence and essential 
features of the promotional program in ample 
time for them .to take full advantage of it . 
. .. If a program is not functionally 
available to (i . e . , suitable for and usable 
by) some of the seller's competing 
customers, the seller must make certain that 
suitable alternatives are offered to such 
customers .... The seller should provide its 
customers with sufficient information to 
permit a clear understanding of the exact 
terms of the offer, including all 
alternatives, and the conditions upon which 
payment will be made or services furnished . 
... When promotional allowances or 
merchandising services are provided, the FTC 
has stipulated that they should be furnished 
in accordance with a written plan that meets 
the listed requirements. (Stern 4 55,456) 

The Foodland International Corporation is careful to 

fulfill such obligations to all licensed affiliates, 

and any marketing design must fulfill this criteria . 

The licensed affiliates are corporations who run 

wholesale warehouses to service numerous independent 

and/ or company-owned retail food stores. Although the 
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wholesale warehouse operations stock and ship many 

different consumer products un~er many labels, they 

are specifically licensed by Foodland International to 

purchase and resell the controlled Foodland labels . 

It is Foodland International's responsibility to see 

that only licensed affiliates receive and sell the 

controlled label products, and that the stores where 

consumers purchase the controlled labels meet the 

Foodland International standards of appearance, size , 

and business conduct. 

Foodland International ' s mission also includes 

the enhancement of the Foodland image to ultimately 

sell greater amounts of the product to the consumer . 

To accomplish the overall mission , Foodland 

International offers various support programs to the 

wholesalers that service the retailers. It's long 

history must now be combined with modern trends to 

sustain its viability . 

Acc ording to a Wetterau Incorporated Annual 

Report : "In 1926, Foodland International, today the 

nation ' s second largest voluntary g r oup, began as the 

Clover Farm Stores Corporation, a co- op owned by 14 

small wholesalers" (Wetterau 1989 I-8). In 1929 the 

Fox Grocery Company joined the Clover Farm group, and 

in 1974 Fox Grocery acquired Clover Farm and renamed 

the group Foodland. By 1981 the Fox Grocery Company 

was "the country's 14th largest voluntary food 

wholesaler serving nearly 300 retailers in six states" 
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(Wetterau 1989 I-18). It was acquired by Wetterau 

Incorporated, and at that time it was renamed The 

Foodland International Corporation. Today the group of 

Foodland affiliates consists of seven Wetterau owned 

affiliates and eight independently- owned affiliates, 

who collectively service approximately 450 licensed 

retail stores. 

The Foodland International Corporation was 

originally formed by a group of independent retailers 

to enhance volume ~uying and profits, to meet 

competition, and to share marketing expertise and 

ideas. It continues to follow those objectives. A 

consistent upgrade is made of its policies and support 

programs to meet current trends and provide solutions 

to marketing challenges for today's conventional 

supermarkets. H_igh quality standards for both the 

branded product and the Foodland-licensed 

establishments are stressed as set forth in The 

Foodland International policies . At the same time 

care is taken to maintain competitive pricing within 

the trade area served . 

To summarize, The Foodland International 

Corporation must formulate a practical marketing 

program that will accomplish three objectives 

simultaneously: 

offer quality private label merc handise at 

competitive prices; 
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present the Foodland image to the public in an 

appealing and positive manner through store 

appearance as well as the appearance and attitude 

of the employees who serve the public; and 

provide a map for management to obtain greater 

efficiency and resulting profits at both 

wholesale and retail levels. 

Because Foodland Internat ional ' s purpose is to 

coordinate and promote the use of the Foodland name 

and image, and its own pr ivate label products, it ' s 

entire marketing thrust must focus on the private 

label industry (although continuing to be aware of 

manufacturer brands from a competitive viewpoint) . 

Private label products are believed to have increasing 

value in the supermarket's future, making a review of 

the private label trends an important part of 

formulating an effective marketing plan . 

Growers and packers have found that they can 
command a higher price for their products if 
they can place a highly recognizable name on 
the goods . ... the concept is moving to the 
next step where the customer is presold or 
preconditioned to recognize a brand of 
produce as superior to unbranded and, 
therefore, worth more. (Chirtea 67) 

Progressive Grocer also cites the continuing 

consumer shift to branded products: " Emphasis on 

pri vate label is rising sharply , while national brands 

and non-foods are both de- emphasized. " (Heller , 

"Outlook" 23) 



In addition to the price advantage, chains and 

wholesalers ar~ very concerned with quality control. 

Chains and wholesalers spend a great deal of 
time assuring themselves that they are 
receiving the best product available. This 
is an expensive process, many times 
involving field inspections, loading checks 
and consistent follow-up. Successful 
branded produce starts before the point of 
harvest and goes through to the retail 
display so the packer can be assured that 
the product quality lives up to his brand 
name. This quality control, which takes a 
great deal of the burden off the chain or 
wholesale buyer, will be welcomed with open 
arms. For this reason alone, we will see an 
expansion of branded produce in the years 
ahead. ( Chirtea 69) 
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Although there are a number of minor brand categories 

such as regional brands and branded generics, the 

pri vate label fits into a major three-tier system of 

branded selling: i.e. 

Generics usually offered with plain black and 

white or black and yellow labels, they are 

designed to tell the customer that the price is 

lower, but possibly the quality is second-line 

also. Although consistency of quality is usually 

lacking in generic lines, they often provide good 

nutrition at a l ower retail price (Chirtea 71). 

Private label -- usually designed to provide 

product that is at least equal in quality to the 

similar national brands, but at the same time 

offers a lower price (Chirtea 71) . 
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National brands -- recognized manufacturer brands 

which usually carry a higher retail price than 

the private label brands (Chirtea 71) . 

The products offered by The Foodland 

International Corporation fit into the private label 

category, and this fact establishes competition 

considerations and pricing parameters which directly 

affect promotional efforts decisions. 

Having the right private label, however, is not 

enough. An efficient method for getting the 

wholesaler to purchase it , who in turn must convince 

the retailers that the item should be on their 

supermarket shelves, is an integral part of the 

process. 

The coordination of the wholesale affiliates 

purchase orders for brands owned by Wetterau 

Incorporated and Foodland International brands has 

been assigned to a national "master broker" . 

Continental Distribution and Marketing (COM) is 

headquartered in Concord, California, but also has 

offices located at strategic points around the country 

to service contracted customers such as Wetterau 

Incorporated and The Foodla nd International 

Corporation. This system offers all wholesale 

affiliates specialized purchasing assistance and 

combines purchasing volume to achieve the best 

possible pricing from the vendors. All wholesale 

aff i lia tes are offered the opportunity to use the 
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services of COM at no extra charge. Wholesale 

affiliates have the choice of contacting COM direct to 

place their orders or of calling the Foodland 

International headquarters office for assistance. If 

a wholesale affiliate has a need or desire to use 

another brokerage firm, providing control of the 

private label and its buying power can be maintained 

for the good of all the wholesale affiliates, ordering 

procedures are worked oqt to accommodate these special 

ordering requests. 

Because the hands- on , day-to-day buying interface 

with the vendors is centered around the master broker, 

it is often COM who sets up special buying promotions 

and coordinates with Wetterau Incorporated and The 

Foodland International Corporation for implementation 

to the wholesale affiliates . Any Foodland marketing 

program, therefore, must be designed to complement, 

and not conflict with, the broker services. 

The foregoing review has dealt with : general 

marketing within the food industry, the components of 

the food chain within the USA, The Foodland 

International Corporation and its relationship to that 

chain, the Foodland logos, mission and image, plus the 

private label products and related systems and 

companies that impact its marketing thrust. With this 

background information, successful marketing 

interactions may now be evaluated. 
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The purpose of this paper is to research, design 

and provide a marketing pla_n that will contribute to 

the overall success of the Foodland International 

corporation. This project will involve evaluation of 

appropriate sales aides and support programs for the 

Foodland wholesale affiliates, who in turn will use 

them for promotion purposes with their licensed 

retailers. The desired end result is greater product 

sales to the consumer at the retail level of the food 

chain. 



Chapter II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

With an understanding of the food chain in the 

United States, and the position of The Foodland 

International Association within it, the remaining 

component is the retail store industry where the 

Foodland controlled brand ultimately meets with 

success or failure based on consumer buying decisions. 

Problems encountered here, decisions made by the store 

managers and their employees, and the factors that 

influence them, all have a direct impact on these 

all- important consumer decisions. A successful 

marketing plan, initiated at any level of the U.S. 

food chain , must take this final link in the food 

chain into careful consideration. Just as in the 

other levels of the food chain, the retail industry 

offers a wide variety of grocery stores and markets. 

A Foodland International marketing plan must, 

therefore, define the market segment in which its 

products can be most effectively sold. 

Market Segment and Competition 

According to The Food Marketing Institute (FMI), 

retail stores may be classified according to size. A 

1989 study revealed that, while store size may vary, 
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typical measurements include conventional supermarkets 

with a middle range of 9,850 sq. ft . to 31,500 sq. 

ft., super stores with a middle range of 37,250 sq . ft. 

to 50,000 sq . ft . , superette stores· with a middle 

range of 3,713 sq . ft. t o 6,875 sq. ft . and warehouse 

stores with a middle range of 38 , 250 sq. ft . to 

51,500 sq . ft. (FMI 81, 93, 103, 127, 135) . 

size, of course, is not the only criteria for 

identification of store type. Progressive Grocer, a 

maj o r magazine publication in the food industry, 

defines a supermarket as: " Any full- line, self

service grocery store with an annual sales volume of 

$2 mi ll i on or more" (Bailey 7). This publication also 

differentiates between chain stores, defined as 11 an 

operator of 11 or more retail stores ... [and 

independents defined as) an operator of fewer than 11 

retail stores" (Bailey 7). 

In today ' s competitive market there are other 

emerging store types such as the combination 

superstores, who now offer food and related household 

items. There are at least three nationally recognized 

discount giants sharply affecting the grocery store 

industry: Wal-Mart , K-Mart and Target. These discount 

companies compete heavily among themselves . For 

example, in 1990 Wal-Mart operated in 35% t o 40% of 

K-Mart ' s markets . By 1995 there is expec ted to be an 

overl ap of 75% . These three giants control 70% of 

discount department store business and by 1995 are 
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expected to overlap in about 40% of their market areas 

(Saporito 51). As the discount giants continue to 

expand their markets, even into small towns and rural 

areas, and compete aggressively among themselves, 

local independents who do not have their volume buying 

ability are unable to match their prices. Wholesale 

club stores, such as Sam's Wholesale, Price, and 

Costco have also joined the supermarket competition 

(Toth 9 and Saporito 50). 

Even the U.S. military now constitutes a 

competitive threat to many independent grocers. The 

Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) states 

their retail mission is to supply the troops worldwide 

at competitive prices. In order to do so, AAFES is 

also actively competing with stores such as Wal-Mart. 

In 1990 AAFES reported $7.4 billion in sales and 

$316.1 in earnings. It does not pay taxes, as do the 

independent grocers. AAFES operates approximately 

17,000 facilities that range from shopping malls to 

small retail stores in outpost locations. While these 

figures include department store merchandise, the 

commissaries at which the military do their grocery 

shopping is a major element (Wilson 21, 22). 

This kind of competition means that independent 

supermarkets must find their own competitive niche by 

concentrating on multiple ways to attract and hold 

their customers. It creates the need among 

independent retailers for voluntary associations such 
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as Foodland International, who can assist by combining 

volume for improved purchas.ing costs, and by supplying 

a recognizable group name, plus other image 

advantages . 

Another competitor making steady gains in the 

food industry is the fast-food restaurant. As more 

single parents and two-income families juggle tight 

schedules, less home cooking tends to result. This 

same indicator of consumer patterns brings another 

major competitor to the food industry, the small 

convenience store (C- store). In 1957 there were only 

about 500 c-stores doing approximately 75 million 

dollars per year . Sales for 1987 were reported by 

Convenience Store News to have reached a total of 65.9 

billion generated from 76,000 locations. Of those 

76 , 000, 10,000 had opened within the last two years. 

It has been predicted that this growth will continue, 

and by the year 2,001 there will be over 110,000 

C-stores across the United States (Chirtea 44). 

C-stores and fast food restaurants mean that 

consumers spend less at the supermarket. A 

Progressive Grocer survey of how consumers believed 

they were spending their food dollars indicated an 

overall decline of 3% at food stores, although i t 

still exceeds 50% of their food dollars. The results 

of the survey indicated the average shopper believed 

they had spent more than 53% at a food store, 14% had 

spent less, and 33% believed they spent about the 



same. These same shoppers indicated they spent 73% of 

those food store dollars at their primary store, and 

only 27% at other stores. In addition, at that time, 

supermarkets continued to outdo convenience stores, 

fast-food restaurants, and mass merchandisers, as 

shown in Figure V (Heller et al, "Consumer" 55). 

Although supermarkets appear to be holding their 

own in the war for consumer food dollars, it is an 

ongoing, aggressive threat that must be continuously 

addressed . The food industry in the U.S. is growing 

at the rate of about 1% a year and the population is 

expanding at that rate. Many people, however, are 

consciously reducing their calorie intake which means 

changing food buying habits (Sellers 169). 

Figure V 
Supermarkets outdo competition 

Oullcl 

Supcnnarkel 
Convenience store 
Fast-food rcstaura.nt 
Mass merch,mdiser 

Av~,.ragt• a 1no 11~ 
sh opr><'rs 

Wc,:kly W<-ckl) 

% ~hoppi11~ (rip, ,,~ndinh 

100% 2.] 572.65 
41 2 3 12.~(1 
67 1.9 16. 17 
64 1.4 26 .25 -· --- ·-· - -- - ---

Reproduced from: Progressive Grocer, April, 1991: 60. 
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The competition must be recognized and understood 

because it directly affects the development and 

success of any marketing plan. However, it is an 
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external environmental factor that cannot be 

controlled by the independent merchant. For the 

purpose of this marketing project the target market 

was narrowed to the types of retail stores affiliated 

with The Foodland International Corporation. 

The Foodland International licensed retail 

affiliates can be divided into two categories of 

independent merchants. Stores licensed to display the 

Foodland sign on the front of their buildings 

generally fall into the conventional independent 

supermarket category. Smaller markets licensed to 

display Clover Farms, Best Mart, and Kwik-way signs on 

their store fronts generally fit into the superette 

and convenience store profiles. (Foodland, Clover 

Farm, Best Mart and Kwik-Way are trade names 

registered to The Foodland International Corporation 

[Wetterau Retail 1, 7, 12, 17)). It is toward these 

two industry segments, therefore, that an effective 

Foodland International marketing plan must be 

targeted. 

CUrrent Marketing Climate 

Another external environmental factor that 

directly affects marketing efforts is the state of the 

national economy. Just as the current news affects 

the stock:market so does it affect the consumer at the 

checkout counter of a grocery store. A U.S. consumer 

survey made by the Progressive Grocer for their 58th 
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annual report on the grocery industry, as shown in 

Figure VI, indicates that consumers expectations in 

1990 were pessimistic (Heller et al, "Consumers" 59). 

Figure VI 
ConsWDer expectations in 1990 

■ Curunt year ■ 'io •ban&• rrom provlous year 

Whal do you feel is the outlook for each of the following? 

Nation 's 
overall economy 

Personal 
economic situation 

Price stability 
(food stores) 

Price stability 
(all items) 

Price stability 
(eating out) 

Reproduced from : Progressive Grocer, April, 1991: 59. 

It was predicted by some that the recession of 

1991 would affect restaurants more than supermarkets. 

But the 1991 Nielsen review as reported by Progressive 

Grocer ind icates that, as of October, 1991, this had 

not happened. Instead, "food-away- from-home sales 

grew at a healthier pace than food-at-home" (Nielsen 

39). The survey showed that, 

... supermarket sales rose only 2.25% 
through the first half of the year, trailing 
the entire food-at-home segment ... (What's 
more, supermarket sales were ) running below 
food price inflation (3.8%) which indicates 
erosion in real unit movement. (Nielsen 39 ) 

Prices, as well as consumer habits, have been 

affect ed by the recession. 

Between January and May (1991], food-at 
-home prices rose only 3.8%, compared 



to 7.0% during the same period in 1990. 
And the news in July was even more 
startling: food-at- home prices dipped 
1.2%, the . largest monthly decline in 38 
years, according to the Department of 
Labor. (Nielsen 40) 

Thus the supermarket industry has actually been 

experiencing deflation in some areas . This situation 

has created a favorable market for private labels such 

as those offered by Foodland International. 

With the recession already holding consumer 
spending down, retailers could ill- afford to 
turn away consumers with steep price 
increases. If anything , many have stepped 
up promotional activity and focused more on 
private label and generic brands . (Nielsen 
40) 
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Following a review of Foodland 

International ' s market segment, its retailers' 

competition, and the effects of the current 

recessionary market climate, a detailed analysis 

of the grocery retailers operating problems 

remains. 

Independent Retailer Concerns 

Like other businesses, the independent grocery 

retailer must also understand what has been termed the 

driving forces of change. Robert Tucker describes 

these forces in his new boo,k, Managing The Future. 10 

Driving Forces of Change for the 90s. He describes 

"driving forces of change" ..• [as] deep- seated shifts 

that will dramatically impact every business in the 
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1990s" (11). The ten driving forces he describes are: 

speed, convenience , age waves, choice, lifestyle, 

discounting, value-adding, customer service, 

techno-edge, and quality (11,12). 

It i s relatively easy to apply most of these to 

the independent supennarket's operations. The modern 

shopper wants it all -- a clean and pleasant 

appearance, product quality, selection variety, low 

price, quick but friendly service, and convenience as 

well. The question for the independent supennarket 

operator is how to combine all of this competitively 

into a profitable enterprise. 

The economic factors indicate good timing for an 

aggressive Foodland marketing and promotion private 

label campaign, b~t such a marketing plan must 

carefully consider the cost effect of the economic 

times upon supennarket efficiencies. The purchasing 

adjustments required to stock the shelves with items 

that will give the retailer a quick inventory 

turn-over, and provide both cash flow and a net profit 

from low prices, and in many cases reduced consumer 

purchases, must be recognized. To do this, the 

retailer's operating costs must somehow be cut , but 

cut without reducing customer service and convenience. 

This can be a very difficult assignment. Nevertheless, 

there are areas that can be explored for savings. 

Energy costs is an example. Energy costs now range 

from 1 . 1% to 1.4% of sales so just installing energy 



efficient light bulbs and fixtures can sometimes make 

a noticeable difference. Repairing and improving 

refrigeration units, using solar heat, and use of 

computerized thermostats are among other suggestions 

offered (Thayer 21). 

The heavy competition for the reduced amount of 

consumer dollars means that independent grocery stores 

must provide a combination of price, quality, service, 

convenience, and an appealing overall store 

appearance, to woo and retain increasingly cautious 

and well informed shoppers. Store appearance is an 

ingredient that simply must not be overlooked if a 

retailer is to successfully compete in today's 

climate. Progressive Grocers points out that: 

Grocers who forsake c lean floors for tidy 
shelves might want to look down. According 
to a survey of supermarket shoppers, 42% of 
customers polled consider cleanliness, 
especially floors, their No. 1 reason for 
choosing a store. ("Aisle Chatter" 11) 

To attract and hold customers against the 

competition, some retailers have tried new methods. 

Allowing the use of major credit cards is one such 

effort. Based on the influence of major chains 

already doing this, hundreds of chain retail stores 

have added this customer convenience. Whether they 

can really afford to do so, however, is another 

matter. Whether the independent supermarket operator 

can afford it is still another. But the major credit 

card companies are eager for expanded business and 
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have lowered their rates to the banks. Some of these 

banks serve the supermarkets . 

By lowering [the] rate to 1% from 1.25%, 
Visa has given those supermarket- serving 
banks • . . an incentive to lower the "discount 
rate" they charge grocers every time a 
shopper pays with a Visa card. It's this 
discount rate - - a percentage of the take -
that has prevented many supermarkets from 
accepting credit cards in the past. After 
all, grocers, with their razor-thin margins, 
can ill-afford to give up another slice of 
the pie . (Garry 55) 

In return the banks . have lowered their discount rates 

"from about 1.59% to between 1.15% and 1.2% 11 according 

to Carlene A. Thissen, president of Retail Systems 

Consulting in Chicago. The Safeway store chain now 

has approximately 220 stores offering its customers 

the convenience of credit card shopping (Garry 55) . 

However, it may not be economically feasible for the 

independent grocery retailer to do this. 

But there are some positive aspects for the 

independent supermarket operator . One such factor is 

the ability to know the local consumer well. Being 

independent and local, the total store presentation 

can be concentrated on a specific customer profile . 

By concentrating on narrow consumer demographics, less 

square footage and resulting expense may be required 

to serve a specific market segment. With proper use 

of space and a strong, consistent and loyal customer 

base, smaller stores can sometimes produce better 

results than their larger counterparts. 
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Included in a local consumer profile is the " age 

waves" referred to by Tucker. He says, "American 

business in the 1990s will be rocked by three 

successive age waves: the mature market, the baby 

boom and the baby bust" (Tucker 66). He goes on to 

explain that the fasting growing segment in the U.S. 

population are people over sixty- five . This is 

emphasized by the fact that in 1990 25% of the U.S. 

population was over 50 years of age . They controlled 

"two-thirds of all the net worth of all U. S. 

households .. . (and accounted for) 40% of consumer 

spending" (67). By the year 2,000, however, Tucker 

projects, 

the number of households headed by those 
between thirty-five and fifty-four will grow 
by 50% ... [and that the U.S . ] will 
experience a sharp decline in the 
twenty- to- twenty-nine age group, from 32% to 
21%. (67,68) 

What this means to the local merchant is that he must 

constantly reassess his consumer profile, and react 

quickly to external changes . 

With the local demographics accurately evaluated, 

customer loyalty can be obtained in a number of ways . 

While selection variety, lowest prices, and different 

convenience gimmicks may help, the independent 

retailer can use other methods that fit his market 

niche well. One is through a personal, friendly, 

neighborhood-involvement approach. Community service 

not only allows an independent to become visible 
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enough to attract new customers and elicit consumer 

loyalty, it also helps him stay informed about changes 

in the local consumer profile. Supermarket News 

points out that, "Retailers who become actively 

involved in their neighborhoods and use creative 

advertising will weather the recession with ease" 

(Turcsik 11). 
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once the customer is in the store, however, 

another major factor takes over. This is the 

atmosphere and attitude of service, friendliness, and 

eager helpfulness that consumers like to experience. 

Shoppers want their loyalty and support to be 

recognized and returned. Particularly in rural areas, 

they like to feel they are included and involved in 

what is being done. One enterprising independent 

grocery retailer turned this to a mutual advantage. 

When local bankers refused to advance an improvement 

loan for his store, Maynard Forbes, co- owner of the 

Monterey General Stores in Monterey, Mass. worked out 

a better plan. In this tiny town of 900 occupants, he 

raised $5,000 for his store improvement by printing 

his own currency. He sold these "notes" for $9.00 

each, and then redeemed them on customers' purchases 

for $10.00 each . Another retailer, Frank Tortoriello, 

raised $4,500 by selling "deli dollars " to relocate 

his delicatessen in the Great Barrington, Mass. area. 

Upon seeing this type of customer loyalty, a local 
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bank was encouraged enough to loan him the $25,000 

needed to complete his move (Michels, 32). 

In addition to unusual promotions, just daily, 

routinely friendly, efficient, and courteous service 

can help the independent. Here are a few suggestions: 

Constant training and retraining of 

employees to think more about the customer's 

convenience than their own. 

Train the employee to consciously think of 

the impression being made on the customer, 

whether by phone or in person . 

Be sure your staff is knowledgeable enough 

to answer customer questions quickly. 

Organize in such a manner that the customer 

needs a minimum number of contacts to obtain 

answers to questions or complaints . 

The person in charge needs to be accessible 

to customers, in person, by phone or by 

mail. 

The customer ' s after-sale experience should 

be handled as efficiently as the sale itself 

(Tucker 58). 

In o rder to carry out these suggestions, the 

independent grocer must arrange the busy schedule of a 

supermarket to train his people with minimum time and 

expense, not just once but in an on-going manner. 

The appearance, as well as the expertise and 

actions, of the supermarket employees also makes an 



impact on the customer . An overall clean appearance 

of the store must be complemented by the clean, neat 

appearance of the store personnel . In addition, the 

store manager must have an accurate idea what his 

specific set of customers expect . " The key to good 

service is knowing what it means to your particular 

customer and then delivering it. Always" (Caminiti 

98) • 
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In the grocery industry where turnover is very 

high, this can be another difficult assignment . U.S. 

business is speeding up work and cutting costs to meet 

the recessionary pressures, but some companies may 

find they defeat their purpose by simply -wearing out 

their employees . The grocery -business is labor 

intensive and its profitability relies on human output 

(Stewart 121). 

A good example is Food Lion, one of the fastest 

growing supermarket chains in the U.S. Its CEO, Tom 

E. Smith, instituted a system called effective 

scheduling. This system "allocates the labor hours a 

manager can ' spend' each week, based on anticipated 

sales and on the number of items scanned at the cash 

register the week before" (Stewart 124). Through 

centralization of many routine chores, like filling 

order forms, it tries to focus the store manager on 

staff and service . This system can seem very 

inflexible to the employees. 



Baggers learn to pack with two hands, 
stockers are expected to reload shelves at 
the rate of 50 cases an hour. If a manager 
runs out of allocated hours, she might have 
to pitch in herself. The idea: to make 
sure that "there's an hour's worth of work 
for an hour's worth of labor ... " (Stewart 
124) 

This type of retail chain management response to the 

current pressures on operating costs may mean more 

work done by fewer employees. It may also mean the 

independent has an opportunity to compete by showing 

customers greater friendliness and service. A less 

rigorous system might also allow the independent to 

keep trained employees happier and on the roles 

longer. Allowing employees to help redesign jobs so 

they can work smarter may produce the same cost 

effectiveness in a manner they are willing to accept 

and support. 
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Recruiting new workers at a time when a labor 

shortage is predicted, and the retraining of existing 

workers, are obviously important factors for the 

independent grocer. Five strategies have been pointed 

out by Coca-Cola Retailing Research Council (a group 

of industry executives) to help the retailer create a 

better work environment: 

1 . Act on facts: Custom design human 
resource policies around timely, 
accurate information about employees. 

2. Closely manage the critical first week: 
Immediately pair a new hire with a 
trusted, solid performer. Make sure 
the employee receives sufficient 



training to perform some aspects of the 
job by the end of the first week. 

3. Build a strong family team: Create a 
family- like atmosphere by designating a 
visible leader . 

4. Encourage people-builders: Train 
managers to develop and teach people
building skills. Compensate them for 
good performance. 

5. Repackage jobs: Market employment 
positions to applicants, just as 
products are marketed to customers 
(Wold 116). 
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Supermarkets traditionally experience a high rate 

of turnover because many part-timers are used . High 

school and college students, as well as a growing 

number of senior citizens, are employed. On a part 

time basis, the retailer does not have to furnish all 

the employee benefits required for full-time 

employees, thus holding his costs down. At the same 

time, however, the employee attitude and training 

problem accelerates. A new owner, Wally Meiners, 

understood this when he bought an inner- city store in 

Kansas City, MO . First Meiners emphasized the service 

aspect of the business to his employees, and then 

tackled the employee morale problems. "I tried to 

make them feel 1 ike they wer.e part of the store, " he 

said (Petreycik 34). "I spent some time with them and 

I began to delegate responsibilities" (34) . He paid 

attention to special efforts and rewarded them with 

promotions. To cut down the boredom of a specific 

department, he allowed employees to help out in other 
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areas as needed. Cross training not only helped solve 

the impact of employee absenteeism, but contributed to 

a feeling of interest and team work. Another store 

owner, Marsh Townley, in Sunbury, Ohio emphasized 

training . "Proper training helps employees feel more 

at ease in performing their jobs" (Petreycik 36) . In 

addition, he motivates his employees through an 

enhanced benefits package that includes a 40l(k) plan 

and a year-end bonus. Key employees have even been 

awarded overseas trips (36) . Again the cost of labor 

must balance out against a thin profit margin . With a 

thin margin, increased volume is essential. 

contributing strongly to increased volume is employee 

training, attitude and a neat, clean appearance . It 

appears to be an endless cycle. 

These are only a few examples of the complexity 

of management ~n today ' s independent supermarket . To 

summarize, the independent retail grocer must find a 

way to compete with major chains by meeting the needs 

of both customers and employees in a harmonious blend 

that will produce a profitable business. 

Problem Statement 

The U.S. Food Chain, The Foodland International 

Corporation and how it fits into that food chain, its 

mission and private label products, and its market 

segment, have now been reviewed. In addition the 

effects of the current recessionary environment on the 
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retail grocery business where Foodland International's 

private label products are p l aced in the hands of the 

consumer, and a number of t he factors which the 

independent grocery retailer must overcome to compete 

and effectively market these private label products, 

have been discussed . Against this background 

information, a review of the existing marketing 

program of The Foodland International Corporat ion will 

now be undertaken for the purpose of improving its 

effectiveness in meeting the challenge of today's 

marketing environment . 

There are many areas in which the retailer must 

make the difference, and where The Foodland 

International Corporation can have little impact from 

its auxiliary position in the food chain. There is, 

however, a relatively inexpensive and effective area 

in which The Foodland International corporation can 

help the retailer through its wholesale affiliates . 

Foodland International can offer support programs that 

a retailer can use to keep his Foodland store 

competitive and healthy. These programs are in the 

areas of store appearance , and employee training, 

appearance and attitudes . The retailer must implement 

the programs, and the wholesaler must offer and 

encourage their use to the ret ailer, but The Foodland 

International Corporation can create and make them 

available at a reasonable price. This includes 

training and image tools , explanations of easy 



methods, and current information to assist in the 

retailer's store presentation. 

Of course it will be necessary to convince the 

wholesaler that these methods will help his product 

movement, and therefore his bottom line. Offering a 

well- rounded support program can also be effective in 

helping the wholesaler become a primary supplier to 

more retailers . In this way the wholesaler can expand 

both his retailer base and his annual sales volume. 

Finally, it is important to make the methods and tools 

offered inexpensive, simple, quick and easy - - but 

denote quality and image -- so the retailer can and 

will take advantage of them. It is a three- fold 

selling project for The Foodland International 

Corporation: to the wholesale affiliate, the retail 

affil i ate, and indirectly to the all-important 

consumer. 

The Foodland International Corporation is an old 

company, with numerous changes and mergers occurring 

duri ng its l ong history. To serve its licensed 

affiliates and successfully continue marketing its 

private labe l in today ' s changing environment, a 

complete evaluation of its marketing approac h is 

neede d . As Fortune so aptly pointed out in its 

articl e, "A Boring Brand Can Be Beautiful, " an old 

label need not simply wear out. Instead, it can 

combine the magic o f its history, and the trust factor 

already built, with innovative marketing techniques to 
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rejuvenate its sales volume in a changing world. 

steve Sanger, president of General Mill's $1.8 billion 

cereal division, said, "Our first job is to keep our 

established brands healthy" {Sellers 170). It is 

apparent that Foodland International must do the same 

through its affiliated network of licensed wholesalers 

and retailers. 

The next step, then, is to effectively integrate 

the research information into an updated marketing 

plan, specifically designed to accomplish The Foodland 

International Corporation's mission, and increase its 

private label product sales volume. The research has 

shown that in order to effectively do this, The 

Foodland International marketin·g plan will need to 

pull, as well as push, the product through the food 

chain system, which means a marketing plan must 

include some type of contact at retailer level as well 

as the wholesaler level. At the same time, 

constraints imposed by the auxiliary function of The 

Foodland International Corporation, must be honored. 

The marketing plan also needs a design that will not 

conflict with, but rather will complement, the 

marketing efforts of the independent as well as the 

Wetterau-owned wholesale affiliates, numerous 

independent vendors, the master broker, and the 

marketing promotions of the retailers themselves. 

Therefore, this study will detail the methods 

through which a marketing plan will be designed and 
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implemented, including a description of the project 

and i ts evaluation . 
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Chapter III 

METHODS AND EVALUATION 

Based on the research described in Chapters One 

and Two, it was decided The Foodland International 

Corporation should create an updated name recognition 

and image marketing plan which its wholesalers might 

offer to their affiliated Foodland retailers . The 

resulting Foodland Employee Service Award and Image 

support program, described in the Appendices, is 

thought to be compatible with The Foodland 

International Corporation's mission and, therefore, 

must be available to Foodland affiliates. Further it 

is beli eved that proper implementation offers a good 

opportunit y to enhance and promote the Foodland image, 

which in turn should produce a positive effect on its 

private label sales volume. Therefore, a Foodland 

support marketing plan was designed and implemented as 

described in the Appendices. 

Subjects 

The Foodland Employee Service Award and Image 

Program marketing plan has been reviewed and evaluated 

by three parent company executives. The selection of 

these three evaluators was based on their experience 

and areas of expertise as detailed below. 

4 3 



George Chirtea, Senior Vice President of Wetterau 
rncorporated, and President of Support Services for 
wetterau Incorporated 
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Mr. Chirtea was chosen as an evaluator to obtain 

an overall management perspective. In his current 

positions, Mr. Chirtea is responsible for all Wetterau 

services to both company-owned and independent food 

stores. These services include training, accounting, 

market research, advertising, store development and 

operations support. 

His career in the food industry spans thirty-five 

years and includes prior associations with Kroger, 

Thriftway Supermarkets and Allied Supermarkets. Mr. 

Chirtea held the position of President of both Hill's 

Supermarkets in New York and Pueblo Supermarkets, Inc. 

in Puerto Rico. In addition he previously owned and 

operated a chain of limited assortment stores in 

Atlanta, GA. 

His extensive knowledge of the industry is 

reflected in a book he authored, entitled 

Supermarketing 2001 "A Look at the Future". His book 

was used as one of the source materials for this 

study. 

Mr. Chirtea, who holds a B.S. degree in Business 

Administration from Miami University and an M.B.A. in 

Food Distribution from Michigan state, joined Wetterau 

Incorporated in 1983. 



R. Gr egory White, Vice President, Assis t ant Directo r 
o f sales a nd Procurement, Food Di s tribution Gr oup f o r 
wetterau Incorporated 

Mr. White was chosen to be an evaluator primarily 

for his expertise in t he procurement and private label 

area of the food industry, which interacts heavily 

with the manufacturers and vendors. However, h is 

experience encompasses a much b roader range . In 

November, 1990, he assumed his present position, shown 

above, at Wetterau headquarters. In this capacity he 

coordinates both sales and procurement staffs to 

develop corporate- wide programs in grocery, meat, 

produce, deli and non- food areas. He is also involved 

with the development of Wetterau ' s military sales 

program, and is in charge of development of Wetterau ' s 

international sales network. In addition, he is well 

acquainted with Foodland International programs and 

serves as the immediate superior to Foodland ' s General 

Manager . 

Before joining Wetterau Incorporated, Mr. White 

gained food industry experience as a training manager 

with Southern Oil Company of New York , a convenience 

store division of Ashland Oil Company, and with P&C 

Food Markets in Syracuse, New York, a major 95-store 

chain operating in the upper East Coast area. Before 

leaving P&C Food Markets, he served as Manager of 

Grocery Merchandising of the New England division 

where he gained extensive buying experience. 
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In 1985 Mr. White ' s career with Wetterau 

Incorporated began in the Reading Pennsylvania 

division where he developed their Controlled Brands 

sales program. In September, 1987, he joined the 

wetterau headquarters staff in St. Louis as Corporate 

Director of Controlled Brands. Here he coordinated 

the efforts of Wetterau•s 16 food divisions to develop 

their controlled brands sourcing network and improve 

sales, profits and product quality . 

It was June 1989 when Mr . White was promoted to 

the position of Vice President, Controlled Brands . 

During his tenure in this position, Wetterau received 

the private label industry ' s highest honor in the food 

wholesaler category , "the PLMA Salute to Excellence 

Award." 

Mr. White holds a Bachelor of Science degree with 

a Business Administration, Management Major , from the 

State University of New York, College at Oswego . 

Robert Buehrle , III, Vice President, Independent 
Retail Operations, Wetterau Support Services Group . 

Mr. Buehrle was selected as an evaluator due to 

bis knowledge of independent retailers, the same 

market segment targeted by the Foodland International 

marketing plan. In addition his position immediately 

prior to that shown above, was Vice President and 

General Manager of Foodland International. This gives 

him a working knowledge of the role Foodland 
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International holds i n the food chain, its objectives, 

and its marketing limitations. 

Mr. Buehrle joined Wetterau Incorporated in 1974 

as a Business Counselor in a Wetterau division. Prior 

to becoming Vice President and General Manager of 

Foodland International at Wetterau headquarters in 

1989, a title he held until June, 1991, he acquired 

extensive experience dealing with independent 

retailers from a wholesalers position in several of 

the Wetterau divisions. There he held such titles as 

Sales Manager, Director of Merchandising, Director of 

Retail Services, and Director of Warehouse Store 

Operations . Upon joining the Wetterau headquarters 

staff, his career continued with titles of Director of 

Franchise Operations on the Corporate Retail staff and 

Vice President, store Development on the Food 

Distribution Group staff, a position which led to the 

Foodland International role. 

It was felt that Mr . Buehrle's knowledge of both 

the wholesaler and retailer aspects of operations, 

combined with his Foodland International experience, 

makes him ideally suited to be an evaluator of the 

Foodland International marketing plan. 

In summary the three evaluators comprise a pool 

of extensive knowledge and expertise in the areas of 

overall management, interaction with manufacturers and 

vendors, the private label segment of the market, 

wholesaler and retailer operations, and Foodland 



rnternational's role . It is believed this range of 

competence provides a comprehensive source of 

evaluation for the Foodland marketing plan. 

Instrument 

The instrument selected for evaluation of the 

Foodland Employee Service and Image marketing plan was 

a personal interview to be conducted individually with 

the three evaluators. 

To provide a consistent structure, a personal 

interview form, Appendix A, was constructed and used 

in each of the personal interviews. 

Materials: 

The research for this study indicated that a 

marketing plan for Foodland employee service and image 

items would benefit both retail and wholesale Foodland 

affiliates. 

This marketing plan was designed to: 

provide an aide to positive customer image 

perception at the retail supermarket level, 

provide standardization of image among the 

Foodland affiliates, 

assist in customer recognition a nd resulting 

purchase of Foodland controlled brand products 

sold in the supermarkets, 

assist in generating team spirit among employees 

both at retailer a nd wholesale levels. 
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In designing this plan it was recognized that the 

diversity of the large marketing area, independently 

owned retailers, and both independently and 

wetterau-owned wholesalers required a flexible plan if 

it was to be useful to all Foodland affiliates. In 

designing this flexibility, however, protection and 

control of the Foodland registered trademarks required 

equal attention. Furthermore, from its auxiliary 

position in the food chain, The Foodland International 

Corporation could not dictate pricing nor demand usage 

of the items it offered. This meant persuasion at 

both the wholesale and retail levels must be included 

in the design. 

To meet these needs, and design a marketing plan 

based on this criteria that would be both workable and 

desirable, research of perceived needs was done 

through surveys to the servicing wholesalers. 

Existing components were reviewed, new components 

added, and a final list of items to be offered to both 

retail and wholesale affiliates was decided upon. 

A promotional piece was designed to combine the 

final list of logoed Foodland items into an attractive 

yet inexpensive, simple to use, brochure. Flexibility 

was achieved by excluding any price or name on the 

brochure itself. The brochure was developed in 

fold-over panels designed to fit into a #10 sized 

envelope. 



When the promotional piece was printed, the 

marketing plan provided free introductory brochures 

for every retail affiliate, along with forms that each 

wholesale affiliate could customize with its own name, 

address, contact information, and pricing to the 

retailers it serviced. 

To pull it through the retailer organization as 

well as push it through the wholesalers, the Foodland 

HOTLINE quarterly newsletter was used as a means of 

c01rununication. 
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By combining these aspects into the marketing 

plan it was hoped that both retailers and wholesalers 

would learn of the availability of the logoed Foodland 

items offered, recognize their usefulness, and 

voluntarily order and use the items as an inexpensive 

but effective solution to promoting their Foodland 

image and the controlled brand Foodland products sold 

through their establishments. 

Procedure 

To review the qualifications of the executives 

being considered as potential Foodland marketing plan 

evaluators, biographies of each of the candidates were 

obtained . The project was then explained to each one 

by telephone and the request for a personal interview 

made. Each request was granted, thus the first three 

choices became the marketing plan evaluators. 



Chapters One and Two, plus the marketing plan as 

described in the Appendices, and a summary of 

marketing plan design concepts as described earlier 

under 11Materials, 11 were given to the evaluators prior 

to the interviews . This provided an opportunity for 

them to become acquainted with the research and 

conclusions, and to study the resulting marketing plan 

design at their leisure. 

To complete the process, personal interviews were 

then planned around the busy schedules of these 

executives. 

The first interview took place on June 2, 1992, 

with Mr. George Chirtea. It was conducted over lunch 

at a quiet restaurant located close to the Wetterau 

headquarters. This arrangement avoided office 

interruptions and allowed the opportunity to begin 

with the structured interview format, followed by a 

less formal discussion period. The entire interview 

lasted approximately one hour. 

The second interview was with Mr . Gregory White 

and was handled in the same manner as the first . It 

took place on June 18, 1992. 

The third and last interview was conducted with 

Mr. Robert Buehrle, also over lunch away from the 

office environment, on June 25, 1992. 

Although unsolicited, in addition to the verbal 

evaluations given in the personal interviews, each of 

the three evaluators offered additional industry 
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reference materials and/or sample items that could be 

used to generate new ideas, provide competitor 

information, and assist with successful implementation 

of the marketing plan as designed. 



Chapter IV 

RESULTS 

The evaluation interviews for the Foodland 

Employee Service and Image marketing program, 

conducted individually with three Wetterau executives, 

began with the structured format design as shown in 

the Personal Interview Form (Figure VII). 

Closed-Answer Personal Interview Question Results 

The results of the closed-answer questions, one 

through three, are as follows: 

Question One: "Have you had the opportunity to 

review the research and resulting marketing plan for 

the Foodland Employee Service and Image program?" 

Answers were unanimously "yes." 

Question Two: "Did the research indicate to you 

that a Foodland image support program should be 

provided, in some form, to the Foodland affiliates?" 

Answers were unanimously "yes." 

Question Three: "Do you think the overall design 

of the marketing plan chosen was a good choice? " 

Answers were unanimously "yes." Comments 

indicated that the marketing plan design reflected in 

the brochure does protect trademarks by the notation, 

"available only to licensed stores," under Foodland 

logoed items, and by copyright of the brochure. It 
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promotes standardization, image and appearance. It 

was also pointed out that use of the image items tends 

to foster a team feeling among store employees, and in 

this way is useful in lowering the turnover rate 

prevalent in this industry . The evaluator ' s 

experience indicated that solidifying store employees 

into a " store culture" or team, has proven to make a 

hard job more interesting and improves over-all store 

production. 

Open-Answer Personal Interview Question Results 

Question Four was the first of two open-answer 

questions, leading to the informal discussion portion 

of the interviews. Question Four asked: "How would 

you improve the Foodland Employee Service and Image 

program marketing plan?" The discussion was directed 

toward overall design, implementation of the marketing 

plan, and/or specific areas such as the survey, the 

brochure, and an expansion of the marketing plan. 

Surveys 

Comments were in strong agreement with the use of 

a survey to determine wholesaler interest. However, 

it was pointed out that this approach d id not 

necessarily assure us of retailer interest, although 

the retailer i s the ultimate user. To remedy this 

lack of factual information, it was suggested that the 

flyer be inserted in the center of the next Foodland 

HOTLINE, the quarterly newsletter which is mailed 
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directly to the retail organization as well as to the 

wholesalers. Combined with instructions to call their 

wholesaler for pricing and ordering information, this 

method assures that the retailers will be aware of all 

items available to them, without usurping the 

prerogatives of the wholesalers. 

It was further suggested that the same HOTLINE 

issue that includes the full-color brochure also 

contain a retailer opinion survey . This opinion 

survey would ask questions with answers to be 

completed by the retailer and mailed directly back to 

The Foodland International headquarters. To make the 

retailer's reply easy, a self addressed postcard 

format with return postage was suggested . The opinion 

survey might include questions such as: 

Do you believe a total Foodland image program 

helps increase your Foodland product sales 

volume? 

Do you believe employee incentive awards will 

assist you with your employee relations? 

Do you currently use any of the items shown in 

the Foodland Employee Service Award and Image 

brochure? 

If so, which items are most helpful to you? 

An incentive would be offered by Foodland 

International for each completed opinion survey 

received from a retailer. A compilation of the data 

received in this manner would then be sent to each of 



the Foodland affiliated wholesalers. This would 

include them in the project, and assist them in 

utilizing whatever might enhance the movement of 

Foodland products through their warehouses, as 

indicated by the results of this survey. summarized 

data might also be included for the retailers in 

subsequent HOTLINE issues to provide incentive to 

Foodland retailers not yet using the Foodland employee 

service and/or image items. Retailer testimonials 

from those who already use the brochure items 

s uccessfully is another way to encourage the less 

aggres sive retailers. 

Brochure 

The brochure itself contained a few errors that 

had already been noted, and could easily be corrected 

in the next printing. 

A printer error omitted color on the front panel 

of the flyer. 

At the time the initial flyer went to press, the 

lapel pins which used only stone settings instead 

of a year imprint, were not complete. A new 

picture of that item is needed. 

Ac tual photographs of the Foodland Anniversary 

and Grand Opening Kits should be included, as 

well as the optional items such as Foodland 

balloons, etc. rather than just the descriptive 

text used in the present brochure. 
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In the description of other optional items 

available to enhance store promotion kits, the 

word, pennant, is misspelled. 

The size of the brochure which allows it to fit 

into a #10 sized envelope for easy mailing while 

providing individual panels on which to present image 

items, was approved by the evaluators as a good 

design. However, it was pointed out that if in the 

future more items are offered, a larger piece might be 

necessary. 

The evaluators concurred that separate order and 

pricing forms solve the need to allow individual 

who lesaler pricing to their retail affiliates over the 

large and diverse Foodland marketing area. In 

addition to making the brochure "neutral , " it also 

adds a longer "life" to the brochure, reducing flyer 

production costs. Such an approach, however, can 

break down if the wholesaler loses the separate order 

forms provided by Foodland International . Although 

the wholesaler can easily call Foodland International 

on a free 800 telephone number for pricing, to place 

orders for these items, or to ask questions about the 

items, it means one more step that a busy wholesaler 

may not get done. Ease of use is an essential 

ingredient to any successful marketing plan in this 

labor intensive industry. 

Another evaluator comment noted that the 

descriptive text under each of the item pictures in 
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the brochure is concise and factual. While this is 

good for clear understanding and the limited print 

space available in this compact mailing piece, the 

text offers no information to the reader as to how the 

items can be used or why their use is important. If 

dynamic sales language could be added, it might 

persuade retailers who are not yet using these items 

to try them. 

Ideas for Expansion of the Marketing Plan 

Although the three evaluators felt the Foodland 

Employee Service and Image marketing plan was an 

excellent start to a necessary program, it was during 

this portion of the interviews that some helpful ideas 

for expansion of the project were presented by the 

Wetterau executives. These ideas included: 

If resulting orders from the brochure indicate 

adequate interest, the mail piece could be 

expanded into a catalog form in which a greater 

selection might be offered. A copy of the 

"Wetterau Image Zone" catalog was presented as an 

example. 

Retailer Awards could be designed and offered for 

presentation at a "Retailer Annual Convention" to 

provide incentive to the affiliated retailers to 

make use of a total image Foodland program. 

Wholesaler Awards could also be designed and 

offered in an expanded piece, as an inducement 

for the wholesaler to actively promote a total 
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Foodland image program among its Foodland 

retailer group. 

One of the evaluators pointed out that the 

shoppers themselves could be included in the effort to 

convince the retailer of image importance. A "shopper 

comment" card that retailers could lay at check out 

stands where shoppers complete them while waiting in 

line, with a drop-box nearby, would allow the retailer 

to assess numerous important aspects of his 

operations . His employees • friendliness and 

appearance, his store appearance, his selection and 

quality of items, his service could all be monitored 

on an on-going basis. This is not a new idea, and 

retailers who have tried it get the traditional 

negatives from habitual grumblers. It also requires 

an organized followup system to reply to the shoppers 

who take the time to complete the survey card. What 

it does accomplish, however, is it sends a message to 

the c ustomer that they are important to the store, and 

after a period of use definite answer trends can be 

detected by the retailer. Employee incentives for 

good appearance and friendly customer service can be 

tied to this project also by letting the shoppers 

"vote" for their favorite store employee. 

An idea offered by one of the evaluators 

addresses the image aspect at the retailer level. 

This idea is to provide "buttons" that each employee 

wears. As an example , a button was provided by the 



evaluator which says: "Get what you came for? " There 

are numerous such buttons available, and a careful 

selection of three of four that address the most 

important image aspects could be included in the 

Employee Service Award and Image Brochure. Spot 

checks by store management in which each employee who 

is wearing the button is handed a dollar bill , and 

those who are not get a "better luck next time" 

comment, make this an even more effective program to 

involve both shoppers and store employees in upgrading 

total store image. 

Two of the evaluators pointed out that this 

particular brochure offered materials to be used 

primarily by the retailer. It was thought that the 

overall use of this marketing plan might be enhanced 

if the brochure were expanded to include items the 

affiliated wholesaler personnel could use as well. 

Possibly this would make the wholesaler ' s people who 

interact with the retailer organizations more 

interested in the program and therefore more likely to 

suggest its use to the retailer . 

It was suggested that the brochure might present 

items which the wholesaler could include in its own 

divisional promotion programs with its Foodland group 

of retailers. Items currently in the brochure of 

which wholesaler personnel might make use are the 

Foodland ties, shirts and baseball caps. Additional 

items suggested which the wholesalers could use as 
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incentive gifts or awards for retailers, or which the 

retailers could use as customer incentives or 

promotional give aways are Foodland duffle bags, 

Foodland key chains, or Foodland pens. 

Another suggestion was to include items that 

would tie the use of the brochure items directly to an 

increase in the sales volume of the Foodland private 

label product through store promotions where check- out 

receipts or Foodland labels are used as the customer's 

" ticket" to drawings or awards . One idea was to offer 

something like Foodland plastic bottles with drinking 

spouts that could be used with store fitness 

promotions where the store would promote healthful 

supermarket items, i . e . fruits and vegetables, fruit 

juices, Foodland milk, eggs or bread , or new Foodland 

items being introduced with low cholesterol, low fat, 

low salt, etc . This type of use would offer the 

incentive of increased Foodland product movement to 

both the wholesaler and the retailer. 

Another promotion suggested, to be offered 

through the HOTLINE quarterly publication in the same 

manner already suggested for the Foodland Employee 

Service Award and Image Brochure, is a larger project 

that combines the marketing interests of the vendors 

and/or manufacturers, as well as the wholesaler and 

the retailer. Through the parent company of Wetterau 

Incorporated, a full-color 8-1/2 11 x 11 11 flyer and 

specially designed mini-cars are already available. 



The flyer shows different colored mini-cars painted 

with different -emblems as examples, and includes a 

Foodland car. The mini-car has been advertised by 

retailers who have already successfully used it in 

store promotions as having a retail value of 

approximately $1,000.00. This price is based on 

similar mini- cars shown in a major department store 

chain catalog. However, its cost is not that high. 

Coordination between the vendor, wholesaler and 

retailer can cover the cost when monies to equal the 

total cost of the mini car are contributed by 

appropriate vendors of the products to be promoted. 

Interests of the vendors are also served when logo 

decals of these contributing vendors are placed on the 

car itself. The car may be displayed in the 

supermarket either atop , or surrounded by, a display 

of the product being promoted. Thus the Foodland 

retailer who sells the product, the wholesaler who 

stocks and delivers the product, and the 

manufacturer/vendor who produces the product all 

profit from the increased sales volume the promotion 

generates with grocery store customers. At the same 

time the shoppers, from among whom there will be a 

winner of the mini- car, become involved in the 

promotion . This creates good will and publicity for 

the supermarket. 

The discussions generated by Question Four have 

obviously provided a wealth of ideas for improving and 
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expanding the Foodland Employee Service Award and 

Image program. 

The second of the two open-answer questions was 

Question Five, the final question on the Personal 

Interview Form. This question asked for suggestions 

on measurement methods that might be used to evaluate 

results of the marketing plan, and recommendations for 

appropriate timelines to be used in such measurements. 

The ultimate purpose of the marketing plan as 

defined at the end of Chapter Two is to increase the 

Foodland controlled brand sales volume, although there 

are other integrated objectives such as customer good 

will for the supermarket, cohesiveness of the Foodland 

voluntary retailer and wholesaler groups, a 

standardized Foodland image, and protection of 

Foodland registered logos and trademarks. 

The three evaluators agreed that the Foodland 

Employee Service Award and Image Program marketing 

plan did positively address these areas. Because of 

many variables, however, an accurate measurement of 

its impact on the private label sales volume is 

difficult. Something that can be measured is the 

increase in number of items contained in the brochure 

which are ordered. The suggestion that was given for 

a retailer opinion survey in the HOTLINE quarterly 

newsletter would provide another avenue for 

measurement of retailer use of the program. A 

followup s urvey among the wholesale affiliates would 
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offer similar data. And, finally, the fact that the 

Foodland product sales volume does show a definite 

upward trend following the introduction of this 

program, indicates it may have contributed in a 

positive manner. 

Measurement timeline suggestions varied from 

six-months to a year following introduction of the 

program. After the flyer is included in a HOTLINE 

publication assuring retailer awareness of the 

program, another comparison to previous volume of 

image item orders would be a useful indicator. This 

time period could again fit into a six-month or 

twelve- month period. 

Regardless of timeperiods or measurement 

indicators of the program, it was agreed among the 

three evaluators that the reasons for offering this 

type of program to the affiliated Foodland wholesalers 

and retailers are many and valid. Therefore, the 

marketing plan should be monitored on a continuing 

basis with consistent upgrades and improvements to 

keep it as dynamic and current as possible. 

The final chapter of this paper will summarize 

results; discuss the effectiveness of the marketing 

plan to increase both Foodland private label sales 

volume and the positive interaction of Foodland 

International with its approved suppliers, affiliated 

wholesalers and retailers; and analyze ways in which 

this entire study might have been improved. 

I I 1 
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summary 

Chapter V 

DISCUSSION 

The Foodland Employee Service Award and Image 

marketing plan received good reviews for its 

developmental approach, format, composition, and 

implementation. It was acknowledged that this was a 

basic program done on a limited budget, but with good 

expansion possibilities. However, the program was 

deemed completely necessary by all evaluators to 

fulfill an important aspect of the Foodland 

International's mission, that of increasing Foodland's 

private label movement through Foodland-affiliated 

retailer excellence. Employee training, customer 

service, image and team spirit, as well image 

standards and appearance of the supermarkets 

themselves contribute to this overall objective. 

It can be seen from the interview results that a 

recurring emphasis was on two areas which must be 

considered in providing strong incentives to make use 

of the Foodland customer Service and Image Award 

Program: the wholesaler and the retailer 

organizations. The fact that Foodland International 

deals primarily with the wholesaler organizations, and 

only indirectly with the retailers, makes this more 
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challenging. It was agreed among the evaluators that 

while the marketing plan must be consistent with the 

wholesaler programs, it must also be pulled through 

the retailers to assure their awareness and use of the 

program. To accomplish this objective the program may 

also be expanded to involve the shoppers and the 

vendors for a complete program, as described in the 

mini-car promotion, the supermarket employee ' s 

buttons, and the shopper comment card ideas. 

An important outgrowth of the expansion ideas 

obtained in the interviews are methods that would tie 

the Foodland Service Award and Image program directly 

to the increased purchase of the Foodland private 

label product, as described in the idea to use 

Foodland product labels as entries into giveaways or 

for product price incentives. This is an important 

aspect in terms of measuring the marketing plan's 

success. 

During the personal interviews with each of the 

three Wetterau executives, care was taken not to 

direct the input of the evaluator by explaining input 

received from the other evaluator(s) in previous 

interviews, until after that particular evaluator had 

offered his comments. If a comment given corresponded 

to one received previously, the previous comment was 

then offered for discussion. In this manner the 

agreements or disagreements found in the analysis of 

the resulting data are deemed valid, but use of the 



broad range of expertise among the three evaluators 

for expansion ideas was not limited. 

In future studies, to avoid the potential of 

bias, if possible it might be desirable to locate 

executives outside the parent company with the 

necessary specialized expertise and willingness to 

participate, to act as evaluators. However, the 

individual personal interviews with parent company 

executives proved to be very beneficial. It is 

believed that based on the need for a thorough 

understanding of all the complex marketing plan 

aspects, this was the best method available for 

evaluation of the marketing plan design and 

implementation. The range of expertise among the 

three executives selected represents a broad range of 

knowledge of the interactions at different levels of 

the food chain , which the marketing plan must 

consider. 

The evaluation may have been improved, however, 

by including an advertising executive to comment on 

the effectiveness of layout, color, and presentation 

within the brochure itself. 

Interviews with retailers who are using image 

items presented in the brochure might also have added 

another dimension, although this would have required 

coordination through the servicing wholesaler to avoid 

conflicts. 
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Limitations 

A primary -limitation in design and implementation 

of the Foodland Employee Service Award and Image 

program was Foodland International budget constraints, 

as well as budgets considerations at both wholesaler 

and retailer levels. 

The production cost of the brochure was partially 

overcome by personally doing as much of the brochure 

design and layout as possible, by using descriptive 

text available from the vendors who supply the 

articles being included in the brochure, and vendor 

participation in providing free sample items and 

photographs for the production of the brochure. 

Greater vendor participation in the production costs 

may be possible if an expanded program, using 

something like a catalog format, is merited by 

wholesaler and retailer response . 

The selection of items included in the brochure 

were sharply limited by cost factor as well. As the 

initial research in this study indicates, the 

retailers work on a low profit margin and must be 

extremely cost conscious in all operating costs. 

Current industry competition and economic conditions 

are exacerbating this aspect making the retailer 

carefully weigh the benefits of employee service 

award, image, or store promotion items against their 
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cost. Therefore, large cost items were simply not 

included. 

A small, concise mailing brochure, while 

important for ease of use, limited space available for 

dynamic sales language to promote each item's use. 

Thus the results depend partially on the enthusiasm of 

the wholesaler ' s personnel in promoting the image 

items to the retailer. The size also limited the 

range of items that could be presented. 

Implementation of the brochure's use was 

necessarily done with the wholesale affiliates. If 

the wholesaler did not take the time or have the 

desire to implement the program, it did not reach the 

retailer. Because the parent company is very large, 

purchase order feedback of the brochure image items 

from Wetterau-owned wholesale divisions do not come 

directly to Foodland International, although the 

purchase order information from the independently 

owned affiliated wholesalers does. Thus it is 

difficult to obtain accurate, combined purchase order 

information as a measurement or evaluation tool. 

Limitations on conducting the study itself 

include the availability of evaluators who could offer 

the expertise and knowledge of the national voluntary 

group's specialized role in the food chain, and the 

unique marketing considerations this role creates. 

Because a well-informed evaluation of all aspects of 

the marketing plan to include every implication and 
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consideration was deemed most important, executives 

from the parent company were chosen even though this 

may have introduced some bias into the results. This 

level of expertise outside the company would most 

likely be found in competitor companies, which would 

again constitute a possible bias while creating an 

impractical situation in which to obtain interviews. 

Further, it was agreed among the evaluators that 

measurement of the marketing plan's success is 

difficult particularly as it relates to an increased 

volume in sales of the Foodland private label 

products. There are many contributing factors that 

cannot be isolated nor measured. For example, 

customers may not like store or employee appearance 

but do not say so . They simply find a different 

supermarket. New competition in the neighborhood may 

contribute to reduced sales. Severe weather or 

economic conditions may curtail or alter the pattern 

of customer purchases. The retailer may not properly 

display or promote the product. Accurate records may 

not be maintained by the busy retailer. Special 

buying "deals" which provide lower prices on certain 

promotion items, where the wholesaler passes the lower 

pricing from vendors onto the retailers, who in turn 

offer "specials" to the shoppers, may contribute to 

increased sales volume. These are only a few of the 

many variables that may impact movement of the 

Foodland private label product. 
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suggestions for Future I.Japlelllentation and Research 

Changes in the Foodland Employee Service Award 

and Image brochure itself are needed. 

The Foodland banner pricing has proven too high, 

and a different supplier should be used to bring 

the price into range. 

Although the separate price/order forms allow a 

neutral flyer that can be used over a long period 

of time, apparently the price/order forms are 

easily lost. The wholesalers call to see what 

the pricing is, or to request duplicates. 

Thought needs to be given to a better price/order 

format. 

The content and front page color printing errors 

as previously described in the "Results" section 

of this study, will be corrected on further 

reprints. 

Use of the Foodland HOTLINE quarterly newsletter, 

which is mailed by Foodland International directly to 

the affiliated retailer organizations as well as the 

wholesalers, will be used more extensively to identify 

and promote productive Foodland marketing plan 

employee service, image and promotional items. As 

suggested by the evaluators, a brochure will be 

inserted into the middle of the next HOTLINE issue as 

well as a return postcard for a retailer opinion 

survey. In addition personal interviews will be 
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arranged from time to time by Foodland International 

with select retailers who are using the items , with 

consent of the servicing wholesaler. Thus retailer 

opinions and/or testimonials will become available 

through the HOTLINE newsletter to all affiliated 

retailers and wholesaler s. 

Consideration will be given to expansion of the 

compact brochure into a larger mailing piece that 

would require a 9" x 11" mailing envelope. An 8-1/2 11 

x 11 11 multiple page brochure could fit into future 

HOTLINE issues as well. 

With an expansion of available print space, the 

dynamics of language describing the purpose and 

benefits of each item offered can be improved. 

Ongoing evaluation of this Foodland International 

support program will be done to assure it remains 

current with changing industry challenges. If 

possible this evaluation will include retailer as well 

as wholesaler input. 

It is generally agreed among the evaluators, and 

strongly supported by the research for this study, 

that the Foodland Employee Service Award and Image 

program is a necessary and useful marketing plan. 

Therefore it will become a permanent part of the 

Foodland International ' s support program to the 

affiliated network through whom its private label 

product reaches the consumer. 
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APPENDIX A 

PERSONAL INTER.VIEW FORM 

Personal i nterview conduc ted by Vesper McDonald on : 
(date) ______ , at ( t i me ) _ _ __,_, with: 
(Name) ____ ____ _ _ ____ _ (Title) ___ ____ __ _ 

Question One (closed answer): 

•Have you had the opportunity to revi.ev the research and 
resulti ng aa.rlceting plan for the Foodland F.aployee Service and 
Image program?• 

Yes No 

(If no, ask if time a llows a review now, or r eschedule the 
i nterview. ) 

Comments : ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ________ _ _ ____ _ 

______________________________ .) 
( I f yes, review t he Foodland Int ernationa l obj ecti ves as s tated 
i n t he resear c h by s ay i ng: 

•Thank you for ta.king the tiae to do that. You'll recall the 
Foodland International objective as stated in the research is: 

'The Foodland International. Corporation must fo:r:mul.ate a 
practical marketing prograa that vill accomplish three 
objectives si.aultaneously: 

offer quality private label aerchandise at competitive 
prices 
present the Foodland image to the public in an 
appealing and positive aa.nner through store appearance 
as well as the appearance and attitude of the 
employees who serve the public; and 
provide a map for aanageaent to obtain greater 
efficiency and resulting profits at: both wholesale and 
retai l levels . (15-16)' 

Obviously , the Foodland F.aployee Service and Image support 
program is only the initial part of a broader program needed to 
fulfill the overall objective. 

llith your permis sion, our interview vill concentrate on the 
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narrow segJaent of research, design and iapleaentation of a 
aarket:ing plan that will contribute to the overall success of 
The Foodland International Corporation through a sales aides and 
support program, offered to the Foodland wholesale affiliates, 
f or use with their Food.land-affiliated retailers. " Go to 
Question Two.) 

Question Two (closed answer): 

•Did the research indicate to you that a Foodland ~ge support 
program should be provided, in soae fona, t o the Foodland 
affiliates?• 

Yes No 

(If "no " , ask for specific reasons, and r eques t alternatives. 

Comments: ___ _________________________ _ 

Based on comments given, decide if the interview should 
terminate here, or go to Question Four with the preface : •Eve n 
though you don't believe this plan is needed in this particular 
context, would you help me with an evaluation of the aarketing 
plan design itself?•) 

(If "yes", go to Question Three.) 

Question Three (closed answer): 

•Do you think the overall design of the aarketing plan chosen 
was a good choice?• 

Yes Yes, with soae exceptions No 

(If "no , " ask if the objection is to specific parts of the 
program and/or implementation of t he marketing plan. Try to 
obtain a complete explanation. The remainder of the interview 
will be composed of open questions raised by the commen ts made . 
Then go to concluding remarks.) 

Comments: ------------- ------------ - - --

(If "yes" or "with exceptions," go to Question Four.) 

Question Four (open answer): 

•Bow would you improve the Food.land F.aployee Service and I.aage 
program marketing plan?• (Review overall design, :inpleaentation 
of the marketing plan, and/or specific areas such as the survey, 
flyer, etc.) 
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Comments: ___ _________________________ _ 

Question Five (open answer): 

•Do you have suggestions for aeasureaent aethods that aigbt be 
used to evaluate results of this aa:rketing plan , and what 
ti.melines would you suggest?• 

Comments: --------------- - -------- - - - --

Closing reaarks: 

Summarize and confi.nt that any feedback vbicb the person being 
i nterviewed may have requested will be given. 

Offer sincere appreciation for the tiae and thought given . 
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APPENDIX B 

TIIB FOODLAND INTERNATIONAL F.XPIDYEE SF.R.VICE AllARD AND 
IMAGE KAHKKTING PIAR 

The research for this study indicated that 

certain aspects must be consider ed and incorporated 

into the Foodland marketing plan. A summary of these 

concepts is listed below. 

There is a need to achieve a standardized 

Foodland look throughout the diverse and 

independently owned Foodland retailers, which are 

serviced by both Wetterau and independently-owned 

wholesale affiliates. 

An evaluation of Foodland image items that have 

been used in the past is needed, as well as 

consideration of new image items, which will best 

serve the current supermarket environment . 

Cost factors must be low enough to allow the 

wholesaler to offer and deliver the image items 

to the retailer, while keeping the price to t h e 

retailer reasonabl e. 

The system design must by simple , fast and easy 

if it is to be used by busy retailers and 

wholesal e rs. 
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The system must be flexible to allow for 

differences among wholesaler programs offered to 

the Foodland retailers they service. 

For maximum effe ctiveness, the system design 

should include a method to " pull" the use of the 

image items through the retailers , as well as 

"push" it through the wholesalers , without 

conflicting with wholesaler prerogatives. 

Although wholesaler progTams vary based on 

regional considerations, the marketing plan must 

meet legal requirements of equal availability to 

all affiliates. 

The Foodland registered trademarks must be 

protected throughout the system. 
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To design such a marketing plan for Foodland 

employee service and image items , the following steps 

were taken. 

Step One: 

An evaluation of existing Foodland marketing 

tools was made to determine whether or not the list of 

items offered was complete and/or still fit today ' s 

market environment. 

It was found there were only a few Foodland image 

items still being offered to the Foodland- affiliated 

wholesalers. Because there is no direct contact 

between The Foodland International Corporation and the 

affil iated retailers, the available data was limited 
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to the occasional order s which were being received 

from only several of the affil iated wholesalers. 

These image item orders covered only a few items, each 

ordered separately , and at sporadic intervals. There 

appeared to be no centralized image items program in 

place, nor was there any indicat ion of consistent 

wholesaler awareness of what was available . This 

meant the items were probably not being offered to the 

affiliated Foodland retailers, except for several of 

the wholesalers who had implemented their own regional 

programs. 

The few items still available were: 

a service award tie tac/lapel pins with a 

stylized "F", but these needed to be reordered 

door decal sets for a supermarket which consisted 

of "Welcome to Foodland" , "Thank You for Shopping 

at Foodland" , "In", and "Out", and a two- sided 

decal for Clover Farm Markets 

Foodland name badges for store personnel 

store personnel uniforms were occasionally 

requested but the only printed piece on hand to 

show available items was a Wetterau Incorporated 

piece which included other logos not available to 

our independent Foodland wholesalers and 

retailers 

balloons with an imprinted Foodland 

rolls of Foodland tickets for store promotions 



two retail store promotion kits which wer e 

designed to coincide with the spring and fall 

product promotions 

step Two: 

A review was made of existing parent-company 

marketing tools that might be used or adapted to the 

Foodland International project. 

Telephone calls and/or personal interviews with 

appropriate persons in the following departments 

revealed the following . 

Wetterau's Creative Management Institute (CMI) 

did not incorporate availability of Foodland 

image items into their training programs. 

Wetterau's Human Resources department offered a 

Wetterau brochure of employee service awards for 

Wetterau, but had nothing for Foodland. 

Wetterau ' s corporate Grocery Procurement 

department dealt with Wetterau-owned wholesalers, 

but not with independently-owned. Therefore, 

while they did offer a store uniform program, it 

was known to the Wetterau- owned affiliates only . 

Because the brochure contained other logos in 

addition to Foodland and Clover Farm, which were 

not available to independent Foodland wholesale 

affiliates , it could not be used for the 

independently- owned Foodland wholesale and/or 

retail affiliates. The program offered nothing 
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other than the store uniforms. In addition the 

program was in the proce.ss of being revamped . 

Name badges, Foodland door decals, and lapel pins 

were inventoried by Foodland International for 

the independentl y owned Foodland wholesalers. 

These inventories were old and were in short 

supply. 

If these Foodland and Clover Farm image items 

were being offered to the retailer by the other 

affiliated wholesalers, it was being done at 

wholesaler level with no control by Foodland 

International for a standardized look or control 

of the registered trademark. 

In each instance , because The Foodland International 

Corporation dealt with both Wetterau-owned and 

independently- owned affiliates, because most of the 

employee image and employee service awards would 

actually be used only at the retail level but must be 

offered through the wholesaler, and because items 

would be customized only with the Foodland and Clover 

Farm logos, other existing Wetterau programs were not 

applicable. What was available was separate pieces of 

the total Foodland program that was thought to be 

needed, but all aspects did not exist, and there was 

no cohesive, integrated approach . It appeared there 

was a need to create a new approach that would 

simultaneously update and combine the various items 

into a wholistic, simple, cost-conscious, yet 
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effective, Foodland International image support 

program. 

Step Three: 

The wholesale affiliates ' interest and perceived 

needs were explored. This was done through two 

different methods. 

Fi rst, telephone calls were made to the Foodland 

program manager of the independent wholesalers to 

ask them what Foodland image items were requested 

by retailers, what they offered, and what they 

thought was useful. Comments were solicited as 

to what they felt would constitute an 

improvement. 

Secondly, a survey form, shown in Figure VII, was 

created and mailed to all Foodland-affiliated 

wholesalers, both Wetterau and independently 

owned . The form was mailed to advertising 

personnel, marketing managers, and store 

development personnel of both Wetterau- owned and 

independent wholesale affiliates. After one 

telephone and/or one mailed followup with 

wholesale affiliates who had not yet returned 

their completed survey, data from the completed 

surveys received was summarized as shown in 

Figure VIII. 
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Figure VII 

survey to Affiliated Food.land Wholesa1ers 

To: Foodland Wholesale Affiliates 

From: Vesper McDonald 

Subject: Foodland Employee Service Avard & Iaage Prograa 

In a continuing effort to provide program support to our Foodland 
group, the Foodland Employee Service Award and Image Program is 
being reviewed and updated. 

We would appreciate your feedback on what is important to you and 
your store managemen t to help us offer a program well suited to 
your needs. 

Please complete the following survey and return i t to us in the 
e nc losed sell-addressed envelope: 

A. We are developing a full-color, fold over flyer that vill 
fit into a #10 sized envelope . I t will include: 

1. a separate order form with Foodland prices to t he 
wholesale affiliate. 

2. a second separate order form that can be customized to 
reflect the wholesaler 's own name, address, and retail 
price information, which you may send with the flyer to 
your stores. 

B. Please tell us i f you_ would be interest ed in including each 
of the following iteas : 

Yes No 

1. customized Foodland lapel/tie tac pins for service 
award purposes -- for 5, 10, and 15 years (or 
more) of employee service. 

2. gold bordered , parchment paper certificates that 
can be filled in with the employee and employer's 
name in recognition of employee service for 
whatever number of years is appropriate. 

3. Foodland customized apparel that can be used both 
for image and for service awards: i.e. baseball 
caps, men's ties , men and women polo shirts, men 
and women ' s blazers. 

4. Foodland customized store apparel: i . e . ladies 
smocks, unisex aprons, and Foodland name badges. 
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5. A Foodland "anniversary" sales promotion kit for 
stores that want to celebrate their own 
anniversaries with a promotion at any time 
throughout the year. ('Wholesalers can help their 
stores plan ahead with product specials for such 
an event during our Foodland sales events .) 

6. Foodland balloons, drawing tickets, and plastic 
banners for your stores' special events. 

7. Other: ___________________ _ 

C. Would you like to have The Foodland Int ernational 
Corporation make one initial mailing of the flyer (wi thout 
an order form) to each of your stores to introduce the new 
program? 

Yes No Prefer to do it ourselves. 

D. The f lyer itse lf will be neutral, with prices shown on a 
separate form, so it will not go out of date. Thus, 
Foodland International can produce the flyer in quantities 
that will allow a lower cost, which will be passed on in 
bracketed-pricing lot quantities. 

1. Would you be willing to buy and stock the flyer at a 
reasonable cost? 

2 . 

Yes No 

Would you want to sell the flyers to your stores or 
would you offer them free as your own sales aide since 
the f lyer would enhance .and facilitate sales and 
handling of these store needs? 

Would sell them 
Would furnish them free as a sales aide 

3. How many f l yers would you anticipate ordering? (Your 
answer to this question carries no obligation.) 

4 . Would you want us to customize your retail order fo rms, 
or would you prefer to have them printed locally? 

Foodland printed __ Local printing 

5. Would you plan to stock items offered in the flyer 
(other than apparel that requires sizing)? 

Yes, all items Yes, some items _ _ No 



E. Suggestions or recommendations: 

Survey Form completed by: 
Name --------------Date: 

Title 
Company 

Name: _______________________ _ 
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Please place the completed survey fora in the postage-paid sell
addressed enclosed envelope. and place it in the a.ail by April 1. 
1991. Ve sincerely appreciate your time and interest. 

Figure VIII 

Results of Completed Survey Forms 

22 copies were originally mailed to 15 Foodland-a£filiated 
divisions on March 13, 1991. 

A tracer to the divisions who had not responded was mailed 
4/16/91. 

Completed surveys returned: 
8 surveys representing 7 divisions= 47% of divisions, 36% of 
copies mailed 

Questions : 

B. Please tell us if you would be interested in including each 
of the foll owing items: 

1. customized Food1and lapel/tie ta.c pins £or service 
award purposes -- for 5, 10, & 15 years (or more) of 
employee service. 

Yes - 6 responses 
No - 1 response 
No answer - 1 response 
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2. gold bordered, parchaent paper certificates that can be 
filled in with the employee and employer's name in 
recognition of eaployee service for whatever mmber of 
years is appropriate. 

r-
•.------_J 
H 
L.__J 

Yes - 6 responses 
No - 1 response 
Ho answer - 1 response 

3. Foodland customized apparel that can be used both for 
image and for service awards : i.e. baseball caps , aen' s 
ties, men and voaen polo shirts, aen and woaen' s 
blazers. 

Yes - 6 responses 
No - 1 response 
No answer - 1 response 

4. Foodland custoraized store apparel: i. e. ladies smocks, 
unisex aprons, and Food.land name badge s. 

r-------------, 
Yes - 7 responses 
No answer - 1 response 

5. A Foodland •anniversary• sales promotion kit for stores 
that want to celebrate their own anniversaries with a 
proaotion at any ti.Jae throughout the year. (\lholesalers 
can help their stores pLan ahead with product specials 
for such an event during our Foodland sales events . ) 

Yes - 8 responses 

6. Foodland balloons , drawing tickets, and plastic banners 
for your stores' special events. 

r------------- l 
L Yes - 8 responses 

7 . Other : (write-in suggestions) 
1 - Side Valk Sale Signs 
1 - Service award for voaen - stick pins, pen & pencil 

sets 
1 - Sweaters 
1 Grand Opening Kit in Foodland colors 
1 - Noted that items 3 & 6 above where •no• was shown 

would be considered i£ desired by the stores. 
3 - offered no suggestions 
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C. Would you like to have 'nle Food.land Internationa.1 
Corporation make one initial mailing of the flyer (without 
an order fora) to each of your stores to introduce the new 
prograa? 

r------- , 
~-------J 
~ 

Yes - 5 responses 
No - 0 response 
Prefer to do it ourselves - 3 

D. The flyer itself vi.11 be neutral, with prices shown on a 
separate fora, so it will not go out of date. 'nlus, 
Foodland International can produce the flyer in quantities 
that will allow · a lower cost, which will be passed on in 
bracketed-pricing lot quantities . 

1. Would you be willing to buy and stock the flyer at a 
reasonable cost? 

r------------, 
I I I 
L.J 

Yes - 7 responses 
No - 1 response 

2. Would you want to sell the flyers to your stores or 
would you offer them free as your own sales aide since 
the flyer would enhance and facilitate sales and 
handling of these store needs? 

L _______________ J 

Sell the■ - 0 responses 
Offer the■ free - 8 responses 

3. How many flyers would you anticipate ordering? (Your 
answer to this 'question carries no obligation.) 

~- r ____ J 100 - 4 responses 
1--L-, 500 - 1 response 
~--J 10 - 2 responses 
I 0 - 1 no response 

4 . Would you want us to cust:oai.ze your retail order forms, 
or would you prefer to have the■ printed locally? 

.-
~-- T _ _ _ ___ j 

L __ J 
Foodland printed - 6 responses 
Local printing - 2 responses 
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5. qoul_d you plan to stoclt it:eas offered in the flyer 
(other than apparel that: requires sizing)? 

I 
~---. 
~---i--, 
L ---~.J 

Yes, all - 0 responses 
Yes, soae - 3 responses 
No - 5 responses 

E. Suggestions or rec~ndat:ions: 

1 - service awards for voaen: st:ick pins, pen & pencil sets 
6 - no response 
1 - service s 1111.all nuaber of Food.land stores, not: sure of 

t:heir interest: in an award prograa 

The results of these two steps indicated sufficient 

interest to proceed with the image item marketing plan 

design. Therefore, the project entered its second 

phase: that of research and d ,esign to determine 

specific objectives, component s, its most effective 

presentation and implementation. Based on the 

research described in Chapter Two, it was decided to 

incorporate a combination of sales psychology and 

practicality into such a program. 

Step Four: 

After researching the Foodland image items being 

offered by both Wetterau-owned and independently owned 

wholesale affiliates, a supplier's listing was created 

to see where the items had been obtained in the past, 

and to explore cost factors. 

It was found that the different items must 

necessarily continue to come from different suppliers. 

In most cases if volume discounts could be utilized 

through a centralized ordering point, costs could be 



decreased. Therefore, the items were researched one 

by one to decide on the most cost efficient way to 

obtain them. 

An arrangement to order the store uniform items 

was made with Wetterau's Grocery Procurement 

department, so that both independently- owned and 

Wetterau-owned wholesale affiliates could utilize the 

volume pricing. 

For flexibility and ease of use for both the 

Wetterau-owned and the independently-owned a_ffiliated 

wholesalers and retailers, the ordering system for 

these uniforms included two options. The wholesaler 

could either have a representative of the supplier 

visit his retailers to perform the customer service 

functions and procure the uniform orders to be 

drop-shipped directly to the retailer, or the 

wholesaler could order them through the Foodland 

International headquarters, for drop shipment to the 

retailer, but with the wholesaler ' s representatives 

fulfilling the customer service function. 

Step Five: 

During the above steps, a list of what Foodland 

image items should be included in an updated image 

program, how and where they fit, was made. 

A decision was made to combine the employee 

service award items, the store promotion items, the 
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store image items, and in- store training aides into 

one centralized Foodland sales system. 
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Service Award items consisted only of the lapel 

pin. The pins were more expensive, and were most 

often used for special occasions such as an 

employee's five year or ten year anniversary. 

Therefore, a parchment Employee Service Award 

certificate, suitable for framing, which could be 

filled in by each retailer and used for any and 

every employee was designed and printed. 

The surveys had indicated that Foodland 

anniversary and grand opening kits were needed in 

addition to the spring and fall promotion kits 

which had been offered in the past. Thus, these 

were placed on the list of items to be offered. 

Store banners which could be used inside or 

outside for special promotions had been offered 

through other wholesaler departments if 

requested, but this item was considered important 

enough to include as a supplement to the store 

promotion kits . 

Other items previously used, such as name badges, 

door decals, etc. were retained. 

To be sure Foodland retailers serviced by both 

independent and Wetterau owned wholesalers had 

easy- to- use and up-to- date training tools to help 

the Foodland retailers be most effective with 

their customers, the in-store training videos 



offered by CMI were included on the list even 

though they were not Foodland specific . 

Large items, such as the outside Foodland store 

building sign, which as a registered trademark 

should be standardized and controlled, were NOT 

included in this list because the wholesale 

affiliate is the primary decision maker in 

granting the retailer his affiliation. The sign 

often ties into the wholesale affiliate's total 

retailer program, and because it is a large-cost 

item it did not fit into this segment of the 

Foodland image program. 

Step Six: 

The next step was to design a point of purchase 

brochure that would combine into one flyer the 

Foodland image items which the previous research and 

marketing plan steps had shown were likely to achieve 

the image objective at retail store level, together 

with implementation steps so wholesale and retail 

a ff iliates alike could easily know what was available. 
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The point- of-purchase brochure was designed to be 

att ractiv e but inexpensive, easy to use, flexible 

enough to fit into the different wholesale affiliate 

programs, sized to fit into a fl0 mailing envelope, 

neutral enough to be used by both Wetterau and 

independe ntly owned wholesalers using their own 

cor porate names, addresses, telephone numbers and 
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persons to contact, but with protections for the 

Foodland registered trademarks. It was deemed 

important to offer suggested retail pricing but allow 

each affiliated division to set it ' s own retailer 

price. Therefore, brochure design did not include 

pricing nor names other the logo names. This design 

also meant the brochure would not quickly become 

outdated. The flexibility needed was achieved by 

creating separate price/order forms that were sized to 

slip into the folded brochure when it was placed into 

a #10 sized envelope. A blank retailer order form 

format was provided for the wholesaler to print with 

that wholesaler-specific pricing, name, address, etc. 

A second similar form was created for the Wholesaler, 

so he could simply fill in the order blanks and 

telephone, mail or fax the order to the Foodland 

International. The Wholesaler could specify drop 

shipment to the retailer, or to the wholesaler's 

facility, but in all cases Foodland International 

billing would be rendered to the wholesaler. 

Because there were two options for ordering the 

Foodland image store uniform items, and uniform sizing 

information was needed, this became a separate 

two-sided order information/price form. 

Foodland International's own costs of producing 

the brochure, and whether or not the wholesale 

affiliates should participate in the costs, were 

cons idered. 



At this stage, the Foodland image marketing plan 

was presented to the parent company superiors to 

obtain suggestions and/or approvals. The presentation 

included costs, suggested pricing, margins and a 

proposed implementation procedure. With approvals in 

place the project continued. 

Step Seven: 

The creation, printing and funding of the 

point-of-purchase brochure followed. 

It was decided that in order to be effective , the 

flyer must be full color and printed on glossy paper 

stock, light enough to maintain minimum postage but 

heavy enough to prevent printing ink bleed through. 

The full color printing cost was offset by obtaining 

existing pictures and item descriptions of most items, 

personally designing the brochure layout, and creation 

of a brochure mockup for the printer. This included 

an order number assigned to each item and appropriate 

copyright information. Initial costs were thus 

confined to typesetting, printing, and the several new 

items that had to be ordered and then photographed by 

an independent photographer. Because this brochure 

was neutral without price or wholesaler name, a 

sufficient quantity could be ordered to achieve a 

volume discount rate. 

The separate price/order forms were created and 

copied in-house onto different colored paper to 
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quickly identify wholesaler vs. retailer forms, etc., 

thereby saving typesetting and printing costs on 

potentially changeable forms. Because these forms 

would be going only to the wholesale affiliates, a 

limited number would be needed. 

An independent printer was used for typesetting, 

full color overlay artwork, printing and folding. 

Step Eight: 
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When the new Foodland Employee Service Award and 

Image Program brochure was delivered to The Foodland 

International Company by the printer, the previously 

approved introduction program to the wholesale 

affiliates was implemented. The introduction mailing 

consisted of: 

A one-page cover page, created in-house, and 

copied onto colored paper, announced the flyer as 

a new Foodland support program, as shown in 

Figure IX. 

This flyer detailed features of the brochure, 

explained how to implement the wholesale 

affiliate could implement the program with their 

Foodland retailers, how to place and receive 

orders. 

I n addition a one-time offer was made for a free 

initial mailing of the new Foodland brochure to 

each of the wholesaler's retail affiliates, at 

Foodland International's expense . (If the 
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wholesaler preferred to introduce the new 

brochure to their Foodland retailers themselves, 

sufficient free copies were made available to the 

Wholesaler for this purpose. In most cases, the 

wholesalers chose this method . ) 

Multiple copies of the newly-printed Foodland 

Employee Service Award and Image Program 

brochure, shown in Figure X, were enclosed. 

Copies of the separate price/order forms were 

included: i. e . Wholesaler Price/Order Form, 

format for Retailer Price/Order Form , as shown in 

Figure XI, and the separate store uniform 

price/order and sizing information form, shown in 

Figure XII. 

Step Nine: 

A descriptive advertisement in the HOTLINE , a 

quarterly newsletter distributed by Foodland 

International directly to both wholesale and retail 

affiliates, was used to make the availability of the 

new point of purchase brochure, and the items it 

offered, known at both levels . In this manner, the 

support program could be "pulled" through the 

retailers as well as "pushed" through the wholesale 

affiliates . The advertisement is shown in Figure 

XIII . 
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Step Ten: 

A followup analysis to determine effectiveness 

and recommend adjustments to the program is 

continuing. Initial response has indicated an 

increase in retailer use of these items, both 

wholesale and retail affiliate ' s awareness of the 

image items is evident, and it appears that the 

program has enhanced the overall Foodland perception. 

Additional items, upgrades on some items currently 

offered, and suggestions for better pricing/suppliers 

have been offered by those using the brochures. A 

thorough reevaluation and update will be done prior to 

reprinting of the initial brochure. 
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Announcing a new 

~ODLAND SUPPORT PROGRAM 

oDLAND 
•LOYEE SERVICE AWARD 

AND IMAGE 
PROGRAM 

THE LIFE OF AN ENTERPRISE 
LIES IN ITS PEOPLE 

to help your r e tail ers take advantage 
of the Foodland competitive edge ! 

Encl osed are complimentary copies of 
t he n ew Foodland Empl oyee Service 
Award an d I mage Brochure. Additional 
copi es may be ordered from Foodland 
Internati onal ~t cost. (See Wholesaler 
Ord.er Form) 

Features of the Brochure 
* Neutral - no na me, n o pricing 
* Fits a regul ar # 10 envel ope 
* Light -- standard postage 
* Ful l - Color pictures with compl ete 

descr iptions 
* Separate, insert order-form to 

customize with your division n ame 
and pricing 

How to Implement Th.is Progran with 
Your Retailer s 

* Request printing, at cost, of your 
own customized retail order form 
through The Foodland I nternational 
Corporation; or print l ocall y. 

* Mail t h e flyer with your retail 
order form i nsert to all your 
retail stores. 

That 's i.t - - it' s that easy! 

Howr To Fill Your Orde:r:,s 
* Stor e uni form items may be ordered 

throu gh t h e SPC p r ogram by simp l y 
l isting SPC on t h e order form (see 
enc l osed example) . 

* Oth er items may be ordered through 
The Foodland International Corp. 

You may wi sh to inventory 
selected items 
You may wish to order as 
needed , a l lowing extra 
time for shipment 

* To help you get started at 
reasonable costs, Foodland Inter
national has for you an initial 
inventory of: 
Employee Service Award Certificates 
Foodl and Servi ce Award Lapel Pins 
Foodland Ful l -Color Brochures 

i TIME OFFER: FOODIAND INTERNATIONAL YILL MAKE AN INITIAL mEE HAILING TO ALL 
YOUR FOODI.AND RETAIL STORES AT YOUR REQUEST. JUST CAIL! 

hall Road • Hazelwood, Missouri 63042 • Telephone • 314-595-1603 
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&~year FOOOLAND S1HVice Award Lapel Pin with no sione 
10-year FOOOLANO Sarvfoa Award lapel Pin w llh ruby 
15-yur FOOOLANO Servino Awud lapel Pin with two aplnel1 
FOODLANO Setvte11 Award lapel Pin whh three stone, !no yea r ahow·n -
available with spinals, golden upphl,.•. blue sapphires. rubl•• o, emeralds) 

pin• fHtur-e 1/ 10-10 kt .• GokJ. fUled • •vllzed F on black pin. with 3 / 8 " poat, qualitv 

1d plH llc bo•• 

FOOOLANO S.tv1ee Award C.r1ifica1e1 
I on fine pan:hment paper, the Nd FOODLAND combined w llh black lettering, gotd 
ind bordet, plu1 .spac. fOt the lndlvidU•l' a name and yea rs of service. represents a 
worthy award that may be uNd for &Wry employee, 

(Faodlond awards l)Vallablo otJ/y to ll«nsed swre.sl 

2 - 38" x 50" Window Bannota 
100 - 7" a 11" Sholl T11f'<ttr• 

L.usw,n.lutJ w indow h1;11n11nrs wllh lltOtfJ namo nnd/ or 
lfllo ovonl, 
Cu1tomln11d mobllH w llh &tor& name and/ or stale 
event. 
Ba lloons. Drewing tk;iu,1s. 100' Mulli-colored p1aatic 
peodanta. 
C•II for lnlormation 

#F07 - FOOOLANO OOOR OECALSET: 
Eac.h set cont■in■ 1 ooch of 4 Mtlf••tick 
decals with red pri01 on w hite background -
' 'Thank you t o, shopping FOO OLANO'._ 
"Weh;om■ to FOOOLANO'♦• "IN", ■nd 
'jOUT" . (AYatlnbltt on/~ to llcansr.d slore.s,) 

~ 
....... ~ c~.,. 
""""" 

~ 
~ · ~ #CF2 - CLOVER FARM DOOR DECAL: 

~ g 

Two-5'ded d oot decal - side one with oval 
ett'latald •green background. and clover lea.ti 
flower, uys •·C LOVER FARM marke1s0 fn 
'Ntlite lettering: side two with black le ttering 
on an oval ailvor background, says "'Thank 
You tor S hopping CLOVER FARM ... 
(A..,•ad11h!P. ,mfy to /,'consed J IO"tfS) 

- ~ 

y;,...ODLAND u 
~;IIIGW.IJIITIOI U 

#f08 - FOOOLAND BANNER: Sturdy white 
vinyl w ith ,od FOOOLAND and black WE 
KNOW WHAl YOU LIKE, can be uaed lndoor.s 
or out, over end over. Como1 equipped with 
ropes and grommets to, easy hanging, 
Sii-e: 3 Ft . • 10 F1. 
(A11uilabfe onl'f to lic,wsed srorus) 

~-IN-STORE TRAINING 
Videos for In-Store Training Appllca·tlons 
Produced and Di11ribu1ed by CMI. Hu:.twood, MO 
C101 - f7 minutu) Money Handling 
C102 - 19~ minutes) Shoplihing Prwent.ion 
C103 - (19 minutes} Ptope, Bagging TeohnJquH 
C201 ·- f18¼ minutes) Proper Pr.Ce Mnrtdng 
C202 - 19 mlnU1e1I Sign M aking 
C203 - 113 mlnulal Shell S1oclclng 8, Condl1i<>nlng 
C204 - (10 minutas) Shalt Merchand;Ung 
C205 - (12 mlnu, .. I Dl1ploy Bulldlng 
C 2011 - (B !h mlnu1e1J DSD Receiving 
C301 - (26 minutes) Salad Bar Merch,1ndl, lng 
C.302. ~ (38 minutn} Fruh a.•et Con, u uation 
C303 - 129 mjnu, .. I Dell Opetalion• 
C304 - 121 minute,} Floral Oparattocu 
Call for • comp\eta li■t o f •dditlonal a vaUa.b'8 titles~ 

t lVWLU Yt:t: !::>l::.HVICE AWARD 
AND IMAGE 
PROGRAM 

THE LIFE OF AN ENTERPRISE 
LIES IN ITS PEOPLE 

'2j 

i 
:><l 

\0 
---l 



P,bODLAND 
LOOK 

FOR THE W HOLE TEAM 

#N1100 FOOD LAND BASE BAU 
CAP; Red bedc. wtdta ponal whh 
puff imprint in rod, tad Yi1or, polv 
f'font/'moah back. One 111:G flta 111 
eUJu,1111blo. 

APRONS #107 SHORT. #106 MEDIUM. «105 
LONG 6~ polyo.rnr/ 35"' conon, 1hree pocke1, bib 
fron1. nl'tCk 1kt• tmd w al11 11 ... 
MM■ure,nnnt•J # 107, thorl 30" x 29" # l08 madlutn 
34'' ~ 29 .. , ,t105,loog 38 .. • 2.9" On.q ••LU hU. all 
Colors "'d, navy, tan, mudlurn blue, whho 

=i ~, 
I 

«031 POLO STVLE SHIRT: 66% 
polvnuor/ 361' canon, knit CQUn, 
and ouff■• long back tail. 1Jda ven11. 
nnd gomuna peuf bunon, 

H102 GOLF STYLE SHIRT. 75% 
polye11a1/ 25'Mi cotton. 2 ,pfoce hard 
colter, double Jt1tchod 1nUor1ng, 
poinlffd 4~bunon placket.. •ciuare 
p•t.ch Pocket, ~mmftd cuff t leevtt•. 
Rod aldu vunt1 
Su.ua: S ZXL Colvu l"uvilllabht m 
2XL): blud purplo, ltrlgh1 bluu, 
bu_,gundy. cont! pin'<. -,ggthttll. 
omorald gf'eon, Portland blue. sand, 
•bladl:. •1omon v-ollow. •trght bluo, 
•mwy, •red. ·stattt gu,v •turquolA. 
'whhe. 

<X) 

°' #036 MAN'S VEST· 60 poly~r/36, cotton. four 
butl0ll front, one aho.st poc.kol. SJ1os S 2XL Colo,,, 
red n1wv PHtlno~ rod. n11vv, tun, mod1um blue, wtlho 

w uc.=OM[ TO 

qJt.;-
MAV I HH.I' 'l'fllJ 

STORE 

#614 MANAGER•S JACKET/ SMOCK 6614 
polyestor/ 36" cotton. long 1louve. t.hf'oo button front, 
not chod ciollnr, 1hmo podrntt Stm1 34~52 (eYOnl 
Cotora; red, navy, tnn, medium bluft whhe. 

#1070 MEN & #5070 WOMEN OXFORD SHIRTS: 
60,t. cotton/ 40% potve•tnr long alnove, bou on down 
col1111 ladio, 1i1ea 4~24 fevenl Mon·• altos: 14 Hi Yt 
w/ 1fee-.,,-e 3 1". 14-17 \o; W/ tihuwa 32", 14-19 'A 
w✓11,,.,.,..e33"'. 1 4-2.1 w/ 11ouvt34", 16-l9 Y.t w / 1IH"'fl 
35" , 5.2, w/■leavo 36". Colo,a; white. blue. pink. 
yellow, tan. groy 

FOODLAND 

#FOl FOODLAND NAM E BADGES Whno plaa~c 
pin on whh utcnv cifnsp, ln,uu,ino ntd FOOOLANO, 
and a •lat fo, 111mployoe'1 unma. 

#CF20 CLOVER FARM NAME BADGES• Cioar plo11ic 
pio on with sntety ~h,i,;p, tnatunno s,roon and whihr 
lfflUlrj rly on ft w hlttt tnd tltd backg,ound, thnl UV# 
" WaCOME TO CLOVER FARM MAY I HELP YOU" 
A 1lct ii provided tor the umplovee·• namu 

oF40 FOOOLANO NECKTIES: 4 614 polvos tor/ 55% royoo. with embrohJored logo Included 
Ono si,o fTI• 4111, Color■ rod, nnvy 

APPARE ~ 

#597 LAOIES TOPPER: 86,- poly• 
etter/ 35'4 conon, thort 1locwa1, 
■opa,adng z-lp front. two pocikell 
$110■ XS-3XL Colo,a: red na"Y 
piping, red, navy, tan, medlurn blue, 
Whit.It 

lrWPI UNISEX DELI HAT & #1972 
LADIES SMOCK· Doll HoI one 
size flt• nU, Color whit'& Ladlu 
Smock 65"' poh101ter 136~ 
cotton, ¼ Jengl'h, roll-up ahu1ve1. 
four botton fron1, two pockntt 
Sii._u. XS-.3XL Colc,rs;: red, navy. 
madlum bluo. Inn. whlta 

#594 LADIES All-PURPOSE 
SMOCK· 65% polvoa1or/ 35'l6 
eouon, thort 1leave1, button4ront 
two large s,.atch pock«HI and wide 
c ollar. Si 101: XS..JXL, Color~ red, 
nnvy, urn, medium bluo. whlta. 

#100 COBBLER SM OCK, 65% polyH ler/ J5" cotton. r0-und no<'Jk. pullover. bolt at wal11 
ties 1n b■c:k. throe deep pocket• S11e; one Ina ell Colors; red, n■vy, um, medium b lue, whhe 

FO R THE 

_FDODLAND 
IM AGE 

No te: Othe,-1l11m•plctu r·ed togoa, emblem, a nd ■tore mm1•• •re •v•H•b l•. M k vov, 
contact ■hown nn lho order form. Food land nnd Clover Farm numa/logo■ ev■llable 
only t.o IJcan••d a lorea 

,-(Of'YIIIIG"HT ltl1 
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FIGURE XII 101 

TUE FOO[ t!: CORPORATION 
8920 Pers FIGURE XI od, KO 63042 99 1 

314/5g5-1603 or l/800-845-6370 

,e r shown. on t:he r everse side t:o: 

WHOLESALE AFFILIATE: 
t of its support program 
od land International Corp: 
l eased to present the 
ad brochure on Foodland 
over Farm employee service 

a nd image items, store 
~on and training tools. 

Ord(;rr Form: 
~mple retail order form 
3d HOW TO PLACE YOUR ORDER 

blank spot for your 
name, address, telephone 

1t act person. Your retail 
1 may be used on your 
ze d order form, which you 
i nt, or request us to 
o r costs involved. 

l or, Neutral Brochure: 
i ndicate below how many 

e s you wish to order for 
y our organization. The 

b le a~ount, plus postage, 
b1lled at time of 

@ $. 75/ea. 
@ $.55/ea. 
@ $.45/ea. 
@ $.35/ea. 
@ $ . 25/ea. 
@ $. 25/ea. 

Amount 

$ 1.8.75 
$ 27.50 
$ 45.00 
$1.75.00 
$250.00 
$_ . _ 

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR THE 
::..E PRICE AND ORDER FORM. 

times vary with item. 
r information. 
~et 10 days from invoice. 
1e rs may be faxed to: 

3 14/595-1.620 
:Jned to: 

800/84 5-6370 
3 14/595-16 03 

ma iled to: 

Spccinl , nstruct:ioos: 

~b<>DLAND 

HOW TO PLACE ~OUR ORDER: 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Complete the order form on 
the reverse side. Be sure 
to fill in all information 
requested. Include the shi p 
t o street address and zip 
code. (UPS cannot be used 
to a P . O. Box number . ) 

If you have any questions , 
please call us at the 
number shown below. 

Place the order form in 
your business envelope. 

Mai l t o : 

5. To order addit ional copies 
of this brochure , c all the 
number shown above. 

Please allow four to six weeks 
for. :5hipment of your order. 
Additional time may be required 
for optional items. 

LAND INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
s hall Rd, Hazelwood, MO 

I - I 38 I <CO 42 _..___ L .c 
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~~ease ship the following order to 
Store Name --------------Street Address ------------
City, st, Zip -------------Attn: -----------------
~ $ Total 
Service Award Certificates: 

50 $ each $ 
100 $-- each $----
500 $-- each s· 

--1,000 $-- each $.-----
Food1and Tie TacJc/Lape1 Pins: 

5-year pin$ ___ ea.$ 
--10-year pin$ ___ ea. $.----
--15-year pin $--::::-- ea. s· 
Other Pins: call for price -qu-o~t-e-.
Foodl.and store Promotion Aides: 

Food.land Banner$ ea.$ 
Retail Promotion Rits: -----

Grand Opening$ ea.$ 
--Anniversary $-- ea.$ ____ _ 
Options: call to order 
Customized Kits, Foodland Balloons, 
Drawing Tickets, Plastic Pendants 
Name Badges: 
Foodland Name Badges 

50 @ $ each $ 
100 @ $-- each s-----
500 @ $-- each $. 

Cl_over Farm Name Badges ---- -
50 @ $ each $ 

100 @ $- each s----
Door Decal Sets: 

Foodland (set/4) $ ea.$ 
_ CloverFarm(set/3)$= ea.$ ___ _ 
Huse. subm.ic. sc.ore name(s) vic..h deca.l order. 

Vista In-store Training Videos: 
Cl0l, C102, Cl03, C201, 

--C202,--C203,--C204,--C205 
--C206,--C301,--C302,--C303, 
--C304 -- -- --
-- Total Qty@ $50 each $ 
--30-day Rental@$ $----
Total._ Order Amount - - $ 
Ca11 to order Foodland appar- el-,;--:--
Name _ ___, ___ ~------Phone 
Order placed by: ------:-:-
Name ' Title 
Telephone: ( ) --- ----,:---
P.O. Nbr. __ -=.==---Date _____ _ _ 
•Prlce.s and sva1lab111c.7 of le.ems subject to ehanse 

v1c.houc. noc.lce. Shlpplog charges vill be added . 

3 ~ . . ~ ... 
..... !!. !'' "'-1 

1 ti 
H 3 wl, ◄ ~. 3, ~~ . 

!! = ► 
ia: r -" !Ff~ ., 

% :i. "= - _r 
... ~gs~~ 

! •< ~i ~~~z ; 
c,-0 
.-:; =- ! Ji • !! 

!H~~ 
; :I =;,::: 
~}J;ig 

C..,, 
Cl" 0 •o 
~f 

o&~z 

iii; 
=-ii~ 
; ~ f ~ 
~'It 5 ~ 

Please ship the followin 

Company ------ - - - -
Street Address ------
City,St,Zip ---- --- -
Attn: - ----------
~ 
Service Award Certificat 

50 $2.00 ea . 
100 $1.50 ea. 
500 $1.00 ea. 

--1,000 $ .75 e a . 
Foodland Tie Tack/Lapel 

5-year pin $10.95 e a 
--10-year pin $12.95 e a 
--15-year pin $14.95 e a 
Others: Call for price g 
Food.land Store Promotion 

Foodland Banner $80 . 0 
Retail Promotion Kits: 

Grand Opening $39 . 0 
-- Anniversary $39 . 0 
Options: call to g e t p ri 
Customized Kits, Foodlan, 
Drawing Tickets, Plastic 
Name Badges: 
Foodland Name Badges 

50 @ $1. 45 each 
100 @ $1 . 35 each 
500 @ $1 . 25 eac h 

Clover Farm Name Badges 
50 @ $1.98 each 

100 @ $1.88 each 
Door Decal Sets: 

Foodland (set/4) $10 e 
CloverFarm(set/ 3) $1 0 e 

Must submlc. score name (s) v ic.b deca ~ 

Vista In-Store Training , 
ClOl, Cl02, ClOJ, 

--C202,--C203,--C204,- -
--C20 6 ,--C301,--C302,-
--C304 -- -- - · 
-- Total Qty@ $50 e a : 
Total Order Amount 
ca11 to order Food.land a~ 
SPC:1-800-SPC-CORP(CUsto~ 
Order placed by: 
Name: 
Cornpany: _--,------,---- - -
Telepho n e : ( __ } _ _ -=-..,..--
P.O . Nbr . _____ Date_ 
*Prlccs a.nd av.llablllty of i ta.ms sub 

• Q .. -
~;.of~o 
• ~ o "": • m 

n5ti'::: 
~ :- =. : =-= 
g ~~ ~f!. 
ri-t:i.- oo 
Pj at ~0 ! 

. .. i ~ .. 

Shipping cb~raes v i 

-der to: 

Total -

& order 
alloons, 

ants 

-20s : 
~201, 
: 20s 
--303, 

e l: 
s e rvice) 

.!.----
1:.--
'L---
L---,e 

cb"" 
oadded 



FIGURE XII 

THE FOODLAND INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
8920 Pershall Road, Hazelwood, KO 63042 

314/595 -1603 or 1/800-845-6370 

...,
1

p the order shown on t:he reverse side to: 
~ 
llaJIEl ----------------------
screet: Address _____________________ _ 

Cit:1, srat:e, Zip _____________________ _ 

4cr.ention: _______________________ _ 

J!!b. t:he order shown on the reverse side to: 

Joe: _______________________ _ 

screet Address _____________________ _ 

Special Instructions: 

TeDRS: Net 10 days 

Carrier: Best Vay/F.O.B. 

101 

Cicy,Srate,Zip. ___________________ _ Requested Ship Date: ____ _ 

C)rder placed by: ___________________ _ 

telephone number: (. ___ ) _______________ _ Foodland Control Nbr. ___ _ 

r.o.Number. _________ ~Date ___________ _ 

II 

E 

A 

s 

D 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

T 

Ladies' Long and Short Sleeve Dress Shirts Size Scale 
If measurement falls betv.-een sizes, order 
next larger size. 
ORDER SIZE 4 6 8 10 

IF BUST MEASURES 31 32 33½ 35 . 

IF HIPS MEASURE (or smaller) 33 34 35½ 36½ 

Men's Dress Shirt Size Scale 
Long « short sleeves, order 
by neck size 14 14½ 15 15\o!t 16 16½ 

SLEEVE LENGTH: 31 31 31 31 

Note: Shirts with 36• 38" 32 32 32 32 32 32 
40• .sleeves also have 4" 33 33 33 33 33 33 
longer body 

34 34 34 34 34 34 

35 35 35 35 
36 36 36 36 

38 38 
40 40 

Ladles' Suit jacket, Blazer and Vest Size Scale 
ORDER SIZE 4 6 8 10 

IF BUST MEASURES 31 32 3311.i 35 
IF WAIST MEASURES (or smaller) 23 24 25 26 

IF HIPS MEASURE (or smaller) 33 34 35V.Z 36½ 

12 

36 
37½ 

17 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

12 

36 
27 

371/1. 

14 16 18 

37½ 39 40½ 

39 40¼ 42 

17½ 18 18Y.t 19 

32 
33 33 33 33 
34 34 34 34 

35 35 35 35 
36 36 36 36 
38 38 
40 40 

14 16 18 

3711.i 39 40½ 
2811.i 30 32 
39 40½ 42 C 

B 

A 

l 

Men's Suit Jacket and Blazer Size Scale 
To size Men's Blazers and Vests, measure around body and arms at ctiest; deduct r to determine size. 

SHORT 5,g•.57• 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 46 

REGULAR 57"•5'11• 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 

LONG 5'11•·6'3" 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 

X-LONG over 6'3" 40 42 44 46 48 

Men's Vest Size Scale 
REGULAR 36 38 40 42 44 46 
LONG 38 40 42 44 46 

20 22 24 

43 . 45 47 

44 46 48 

1911.i 2011.i 21½ 

33 
34 34 34 

35 
36 36 36 
38 38 38 
40 40 40 

20 22 24 

43 45 47 

34 36 38 
44 46 48 

50 52 54 
50 52 54 

48 50 
48 
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D:1E FOODI.AND INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
VJIOI..ESALE AFFUJATE APP.AREL PRICE LIST & ORDER FORM 

Broch-
ure 
Nbr . Item Descriotion 

NllOO Baseball Cap 

#031 

#102 

#107 

#106 

#105 

#636 

#614 

1-070 # 

#5 070 

F40 

I #VP 

# 1972 

#5 97 

#5 94 

100 # 

Polo Style Shirt 

Golf Style Shirt 

Apron - Short 

Apron - Medium 

Apron - Long 

Han's Vest 

Manager's Jacket/ 
Smock 

Hen-Oxford Shirt 
(List Sleeve 
Length & Size) 

Vo-men-Oxford Shirt 
(Long Sleeve) 

Foodland Necktie 

Unisex Deli Hat 

La.di.es Smock 

Ladies Topper 

La.dies All-
Purpose Smock 

Cobbler Smock 

Please complete both s ides of this form. 

t;lholesale 
Logo and Affiliate 
Position Color Size (), I ,rn ti f-:v CostfEach) 

As Shown OneSize $ 3.00 

$13 .65 

$13.65 

30"x29· $ 5.20 

34•x29• $ 5.50 

3s•x29• $ 5.75 

$12.00 

$14.50 

$15.40 

$15.40 

As shown OneSize $ 6.75 

N/A g'hi_te OneSize $ 3.50 

$13.70 

$15.10 

$12.55 

$ 9.15 

TOTAL ORDER 

$ 
Total 
Order 

$ 

$ 

Sugg estcd 
etau 
~Ce 

R 

-

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

3.95 

14.95 

14.95 

5.60 

5.95 

6 . 25 

13.10 $ 

$ 15.90 

16.80 $ 

$ 16.80 

$ 7.50 

3 .95 

14.95 

$ 

$ 

$ 16.50 

$ }.3.70 

$ 10.00 

,r::se si.dc foC: 
ill pri.cc,o 1.n.clude the se.lected l.ogo. a...._. 1A acrlpt aay be &cl.ded £or $1.25 each. See rcTc tJiaUC: 00c:l~· 
ga.%:aell1: -asu.reae:a.1:.s. Pl.ease coapl.ete all colu.na. Pri.cblg and airallablli.1:7 subject. t o c,ha..age vi. 
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